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Abstract
The goniometer robotic apparatus for compound eye at computational physics labo-
ratory at University of Groningen is requiring an autofocus algorithm that is able to
capture on focus images for the analysis of compound eye insect for characterization. In
the absence of an adequate algorithm that manages to put the camera in a right place,
GRACE automation is difficult to search for respective image.
That is why, through the present thesis has been designed and implemented an algorithm
of autofocus structured in modules which improve the organization of the process to
achieve an adequate analysis of compound eyes.
It is proposed an algorithm that executes five techniques of autofocus capability to
determine the sharpness in images in several channels, as well as to use some of that
techniques to improve the positioning of the camera and acquire focused images.
Keywords: Algorithm, autofocus, GRACE, measure, vision.
Resumen
El dispositivo goniómetro robótico para ojos compuestos (GRACE) del laboratorio de
la Universidad de Groningen está requiriendo de un algoritmo de autoenfoque que logre
capturar imágenes enfocadas para el análisis de los ojos compuestos de insectos para
su caracterización. Ante la falta de un adecuado algoritmo de autoenfoque que logre
posicionar la cámara en un correcto lugar, se dificulta la automatización de GRACE
para buscar tales imágenes.
Por eso mediante esta tesis se ha diseado e implementado un algoritmo de autoenfoque
estructurado en módulos los cuales mejoran la organización del proceso para alcanzar
un adecuado análisis de ojos compuestos.
Se plantea un algoritmo que ejecute cinco técnicas de autoenfoque capacez de determinar
la nitidez en imágenes en varios canales, aśı como utilizar alguna de esa técnicas para
mejorar posicionar la cámara y adquirir imágenes enfocadas.
Palabras Claves: Algoritmo, autoenfoque, GRACE, medida, visión.
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Nature shows an awesome life cycle which has been the subject of research to explain,
to know and to deepen in areas that lack information in the scientific and technology
community. An important field of survey has been vision systems, an area which its
analysis has been fascinating.
A striking vision system in nature is found on arthropods, a kind of insects, and from
which research remains such an attractive subject for the discovery that so far has been
made on the optical properties of arthropods.
Arthropods have a compound vision, a concept that has been studied to understand
the importance of its characteristics. Compound vision on insects is a structure which
has a compound eyes, there are thousands of smaller eyes called ommatidia, where each
ommatidia is a facet of the compound eye and it works as an independent optimal
system.[8]
The ommatidia is a sensorial unit formed by photoreceptor cells capable of distinguishing
between the presence and lack of light [9]. It is composed on the outside of a facet lens,
conducting the light towards its interior where it finds a crystalline cone that is channeled
in a rhabdom, optical waveguide of the ommatidium [3]. The rhabdom is a structure that
receives the light coming from the ommatidia and the light is transformed into electrical
signal (nervous impulse).
Each ommatidia has a cylindrical shape which generates an image from adjacent fields
with a range around 270 or 360 degrees of vision that form a vision called a mosaic vision,
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in other words, due to being formed from different light intensities which come from
multiple directions and together with other environmental properties is how the image
that perceives the compound eye is apposition (called apposition compound vision) [8].
The well developed visual system is found in butterflies and flies which have compound
eyes and are considered to be highly visual animals. The characterization of compound
vision has been done manually with conventional microscopes that do not has the ap-
propriated movements producing a process that has been time-consuming.
Taking into account properties such as the way the light is reflected, the way the image
is formed and the fast interpretation of the medium in the compound eyes,operations
want to be replicated in modern artificial vision systems like an artificial navigation or
to optimize optical systems as cameras, televisions, among others.
The Department of Computational Physics of The University of Groningen has devel-
oped many studies based on the eyes of the butterflies leading to a long process which
has proposed to create a specialized device known as Goniometric Robotic Apparatus
for Compound Eyes (GRACE)[1].
Figure 1.1: GRACE machine,first version takes to [1]
GRACE is depicted in Figure 1.1, the goniometer is a robotic scanner with six degrees
of freedom (DOF ), it means, has six movement axis. This goniometer has been used
to characterize the vision space of butterfly eyes [10] . In general terms, this machine is
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compound by two part that work synchronously. The first part is the positioning system
where stepper motors are used for all mechanical movements which consider both XYZ-
direction and two rotations known as azimuth and elevetion axis. Recently, this part
has been improved by being automated by the use of freely accessible hardware and
software [1].
The second part is the visual system, which include cameras, lens and microscope with a
good optical system. Visual system is taken over by autofocus and autocenter algorithms
to capture the image. An important aspect is to get focused images so that we have
searched for an autofocus algorithm that satisfies the work of images suitable for an
appropriate analysis [11].
Also, one interesting algorithm which seeks correlating data in overlapping images of a
butterfly eye taken by GRACE, has been done by Vargas [4], his algorithms are known
as stitching algorithm which helps to find where is the greatest focal area concentration
of the compound eye.
It has been found that such a specialized mechatronic device for compound eye charac-
terization as GRACE is not the only existing device, a research and implementation by
the biophysicist J. Douglass created a highly automated goniometer instrument called
FACET (Fast Apparatus for Compound Eye Topography Studies), has been created to
facilitate a quick mapping of compound eye parameters for investigating in visual areas
[12].
On context, the visual part specifically the autofocus algorithms should be necessary
to improve because it is not being validate, in other words, the autofocus algorithms
have been adopted to achieve a focus measure of the image which has the compound
eye but there is not a explanation why this algorithms work to determine if the image is
in or out of focus. A student of Industrial Engineering who collaborated with GRACE
project, has proven around twenty six possible algorithms which have been considered in
the goniometric microscope but after several tests carried out five resulted appropriate
[11].
Besides, one important thing that involves the autofocus is determine a good camera
position which must be in focus to obtain a good quality image. So far both the autofocus
and the camera position must be the main purpose in the project in order to help get a
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suitable images analysis as well as contribute to improve the visual part of the GRACE
machine to obtain compound eyes images.
1.1 Objective and Document Structure
The main objective of the project is the implementation of an autofocus algorithm,
which is to add some modifications and adjustment to the existing GRACE autofocus
algorithms, in order to improve and make sure the focus that processes images to search
for the sharpest image within the set of images captured by the device. To that end, the
designs of the autofocus algorithms are validated through revisions of the mathematical
process giving interpretation to each one of the five algorithms most used, for this it
is necessary several tests done online and offline the GRACE machine, tests prove that
the indicated image which is the most focused (either a set of images or the live video
captured) is the same image that the autofocus algorithms designate. Once acquired this
analysis, understanding well the function and the results achieved by each algorithm, it
is tried to design and to implement improvements to the mentioned algorithms.
This document has a structure by five chapters, which is detailed below: Chapter 2 it is
a the preliminaries which contain theoretical concepts that are explained for a better un-
derstanding of the development of the project. Chapter 3 presents the proposed solution
for the development of algorithm validation as well as the possible improvements that
are required for the focus algorithms. In Chapter 4 present the methods and materials,
here you can be able to found the explanation of each procedure block which is the way
has been carried out for the implementation and together with the materials description.
Chapter 5 shows the results obtained, Chapter 6 gives an analysis of the interpretation
of the data. Finally, conclusions and possible recommendations for future research are
presented in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
The chapter deals with concepts of relevant interest for the understanding of this project,
in order to familiarize the reader with terminology of necessary issues that are addressed
in the development of the solution. Recommended references [1-5,10,12-15,17].
2.1 Image
The image concept is explained as a bidimensional function f (x, y), which is represented
depending on the context, since this function f (x, y) includes component such as illu-
mination i (x, y) and reflection r (x, y) in the coordinate space (x, y) to represent a
scene, [13] where the product of both functions provide the two-dimensional function as
shown by:
f(x, y) = i(x, y)r(x, y) (2.1)
The function value (2.1) depends on the amount of light falling on the scene (lighting)
and reflection to occur on the object of interest, for example, the Figure 2.1 is depicted
a f(x,y). The illumination originates from the light source and the reflection depend on
the characteristics of the object in the scene.
The image function regards to the bidimensional representation that exemplifies the
quantization or sampling of analog images for processing and analysis in a computer, in
5
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Figure 2.1: Digital image representation (2.1), take it to [2]
other words, it is the process of digitizing the image while retaining all the information
of the analogue image [14]. The image is made up of a finite number of elements which
have a specified value and location.
An important concept to emphasize in digital images to determine a sampling interval,
is the frequency unit that is defined as the inverse of the distance unit in the plane of
the image. In image processing, the distance unit is the pixel.
The pixel is the smallest basic unit of a scanned image on screen that can be manipulated
by a computer when creating graphics, is composed of color or grayscale points, the pixels
can be manipulated to different image procedures [15].
2.1.1 Digital image processing
The digital image processing is a way of transforming images into a modified one, in
which both the input and the output of the process are images[16]. Through the pro-
cedure digital images are analyzed to extract, identify or detect information of interest
that is in the images. Processing techniques are capable of enhancing the visual appear-
ance of images to be viewed by an observer or to be suitably arranged to be perceived
by machines. Also, image processing is considered a computerized process which can be
branched into three groups such as low, midst and high level processes.
Low-level process involves basics functions such as contrast enhancement, image sharp-
ening or reduce noise in images, it process has images both in its input and outputs.
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Mid-level process works with segmentation functions (separate image into regions or
objects), classification or recognition of individual objects. It process has images in its
inputs but its output are elements extracted from images. The last one, the high-level
process performs the perceptive functions normally associated with vision, as in image
analysis of the recognized objects [16].
The above is a way to classify the processing, to great features, since there is a great
amount of transformations or operations that can be performed on the images with the
purpose of enhancing and improving them.
2.2 Compound vision
The study of composite eye structures is of great relevance due to the characteristics
and properties of the compound vision, especially the study of the vision of butterflies
and flies that are the main purpose of the project research known as GRACE. The
eyes are a sensory organ that forms images from the incident light that comes from the
environment [11]. In insects, the eyes can be classified into two groups, simple eyes
and compound eyes. Simple eyes are organs with basic structures of vision that do not
create true images of objects, lacking certain features such as focusing mechanisms. The
human vision is like simple eyes.
Compound eyes are more complex structures because they are sensory organs capable
of generating in the insect brain images that reflect the shape and color of objects [17].
Visual organ is formed, depending on the species, with 12 to 6000 or more receptive
units called ommatidias which conform the compound eyes.
Each ommatidia is considered an independent visual unit, forming small images come
together and set up the complete image. The ommatidia contains internal structures,
which are shown in the Figure 2.2, like corneal cone lens (cc), facet lens (f), accessory
screening pigments (sp), photosensitive rhabdom (rh, Green, it is to photoreceptor that
distinguishes whether or not there is light), photoreceptor cells (rc), and axons (ax) [4].
It is emphasized that the separation between each ommatidia is formed interommatidial
angles (φ) and so that the light received in each visual unit is limited by the acceptance
angle (aa).
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Figure 2.2: Bee Apposition Compound Eye, adapted to [3], where the ommatidium
is outlined in red box,green line is a rhabdom, black arrows meaning the light incidence
and interommatidial angles formed between the black arrows.
Besides, compound eyes can be classified into apposition and superposition eyes. In
the apposition eye each ommatidia has dark pigments to prevent light passing between
ommatidium which work separately from each other [8]. It is not very sensitive to light
due to the small size of the pupil ommatidia where the light enters, but it is very accurate
and it can be found in diurnal insects. Superposition eyes, on the other hand, are more
sensitive to light but less accurate. This kind of eyes exist in nocturnal insects, where
there are lighter pigments between the visual unit, a difference of the apposition eye[3].
On the one hand, the butterfly has apposition eyes and on the other it includes two
characteristic of superposition eye. The reason why the butterfly comes from a larva,
the larva is a nocturnal animal with superposition eyes but when it evolves to a butterfly
it acquires the apposition eye structure.
When the analysis of the eye with the butterfly is done, a beam of light is placed on
the eye, producing a reflection of the brightness of the color which is called eyeshine.
The light enters the facet, continues through the corneal cone reaches the rhabdom and
finally reaches the photoreceptors.
The light is reflected in the tapetum (it is a tissue that acts as a mirror that reflects
light rays by increasing the available light) and a part of the light leaves the eyes. Eye
brightness may be colored, which is produced by the reflectance spectrum of the tapetal
mirror and the transmittance spectrum of the photoreceptor pigments if they are near
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the rhabdom who guided the light. In butterflies this eye eyeshine, in most species, is
red because of the presence of photoreceptors sensitive to red. [5]
2.3 GRACE
Its name is Goniometer Robotic Apparatus for Compound Eyes (GRACE) is a special-
ized 3D robotic scanner for capturing photographs in order to study and characterize
the structure of the insect compound eye. GRACE, is based on the design of Stravenga,
[5], has six stepper motors (which give six degrees of freedom, DOF), a goniometer, a
digital camera, a LED light source and a four lineal joint (one of them moves the camera
and the other three are to move in Cartesian coordinates axis). The system could be
set in more detail below in general aspects.
2.3.1 System Operation
The operation of GRACE is through a system which directs the process, the general
diagram is displayed below.
Figure 2.3: General Control Diagram of the GRACE machine first version, took to
[4]
The system operation of GRACE Figure 2.3 is carried out by means of the three blocks
union which are the computer, controllers and the goniometer. The computer has the
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function of controlling the GRACE system using Matlab software. In addition, the
Leonardo Arduino microcontroller is used which controls the six step motors “Easy-
Driver” and the LED light source that are connected by serial port to the computer.
Finally, the goniometer contains the camera which communicates via USB 3.0 directly
to Matlab. The set of all makes possible the analysis of composite vision when pho-
tographing the eyes with a high magnification about 20µm which is projected in the
image to be acquired.
2.3.2 Visual mechanism
The visual apparatus is composed by the microscope and a camera, the microscope has
a optical part which is based on the design made by Stravenga. The camera adapted
on GRACE is Point Grey Flea 3 USB 3.0 which is able of capturing image at up to 3.2
megapixel color image at 60 FPS getting a resolution of 1920 by 1200 pixels.
The Point Grey cameras are easy to integrate with a computer and the technology that
uses is a variety of CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor) which is a logic
family of integrated circuits with [18] image sensors in ultra-compact way. Its camera
has an interface designed to provide a variety of applications such as optical character
recognition, gesture and object tracking among others, the camera features and more
details are in the Appendix B.
It is important to mention that the system’s optical setup has been changed due to the
incorporation of the camera. The light source and the camera are in different axis posi-
tion because when they are directed through the mirrors that make up the microscope
they interact separately as explained below. In figure 2.4 GRACE’s optical system is
depicted.
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Figure 2.4: Visual mechanism sketch of the photomicroscope used to photograph,
took to [5]
The optical part starts with a lens L1 has a large aperture where a light source is focused
at lens L2 in its back focal plane and the field diaphragm D1 is positioned. D1 is in
the focal plane of lens L3, which is confocal with L1 because of a half-mirror placed
at 45 with respect to the optical axis of L1 and L3. A more or less parallel beam,
depending on the size of D1, enters L1 and is focused on the deep pseudopupil (DPP)
in the center of the butterflys eye. The telescope lens pair L1 and L4 images the DPP
in the back focal plane of L4, where diaphragm D2 is positioned. The image of the
corneal pseudopupil (CPP), projected by lens L5, confocal with L4, is photographed by
the Point Grey camera. The dotted lines are the back-focal planes of L1 and L5 [5]. The
epi-illumination microscope has been modified as is depicted in Figure 2.5, in which the
design is very similar to the previous one.
A new diaphragm is added to the epi-illumination sytem but retaining the same func-
tionality. New part is include because it is required reflections to obtain the data due
to a new semi-reflecting mirror where the behavior of light reflections and refraction are
the same as in the Figure 2.4.
2.3.3 Mechatronic system
The mechanics of system movement have a high complexity because of their six degrees
of freedom (six-DOF). Each axis of movement has a Wantai stepper motor that requires
the current source of 2.5A and has 1.8 degrees angular step. Because the machine needs
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Figure 2.5: Adaptation of the epi-illumination microscope which generates an image
of the insect eye through the lens and the mirror used to acquire image data. The letter
L represents lenses, D diaphragms and LM is emi-reflecting mirror, take to [6].
precise movement, five motors have been configured to have an angular step smaller
than the default engine set-up. The axes of the system are X, Y, Z, its two rotational
directions (elevation and azimuth, EA) and camera, which are classified into three sets
which can be seen in the Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Movements System Classification
Stage Description
XYZ Set Three axis where the target moves
EA Set The optical system move in this two rotational axis
Camera Axis Linear axis where the camera moves around its visual joint
The separation is performed to explain the way the motion in the goniometer is given.
The Figure 2.6 shows the distribution of the axes. With the elevation axis position it is
determined by θ (it is only deployed in the range of 180 degrees) and the azimuth axis
defined by φ (which moves in the range of 360 degrees). The set EA is the one that
tracks the goniometric position.
2.3.4 GRACE versions
Necessary to improve the machine by making adjustment to achieve its automation to
execute a good movements control and images analysis, details that have been corrected
in the current GRACE. Even though, the later mentioned machine has worked properly,
a new version of GRACE has been built to complement the researches.
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Figure 2.6: Illustrative description of the axes distribution in movement system of
the GRACE first version, adopted to [4]
GRACE second version works as the same as the other, it means, the new scanner has
two part the visual mechanism and the mechatronic system but it has different aspects
which are described later. The camera position is the azimuth and elevation axes and
also it is independent of the XYZ system. The camera is able to move in one axe with
a DC motor instead of the steppers which in the first version let the camera move.
Causing the target insect to move toward the camera instead of the camera moving
around looking for the insect. The version is showed in the Figure 2.7, and it is worked
on it because is not finished yet.
Figure 2.7: GRACE second version that represents a new adaptation goniometer,
the goniometer has the next parts as shows in the figure where 1) it is the microscope
located in the camera axis, 2) light source, 3) XYZ mechatronic system and 4) the
visual mechanism which is under construction.
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2.4 Autofocus System
The autofocus system is located within the visual system which plays a important role in
the image processing, that helps to make spheroid surface maps or different sizes of facet
maps of the compound eyes local curve. Autofocus algorithm is a automatic procedure
that involves the microscope, the light source and the camera to work together with an
autocenter algorithm in order to get images, in the Figure 2.8 shows the procedure to
catch an image. Also, it is important to mention some assumptions, the camera must
be perpendicular and the procedure should be done along the camera axis to obtain a
good quality image [11].
Figure 2.8: Flow diagram which shows the autofocus process of how catch an image,
adapted to [4].
The Figure 2.8 serve as the explanation of the catch procedure where the conditions to
acquire the image are verified, this entails a verification if it is in the deep pseudopupil
(DPP) or in the pseudopupil (PP), then it is verified if the image that is being seen
is centered, if it is true it continues, otherwise it is centered with a function called
Autocenter the condition is performed if the image is centered. The condition of if
the image is centered is executed, the process is continued if the condition is true but
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the Autofocus function is called when the condition is false, the snapshot is taken, the
camera position is adjusted and the process is performed once more to check the process.
2.4.1 Microalgorithm
The microalgorithm refers to the autofocus algorithms for the vision system of the
GRACE second version goniometer, involving the set of techniques that have been imple-
mented to find the focus measure (FM), that means, the microalgorithm is the software
programs that seek the highest value of FM which exhibit the high level of focus.
The focus measurements implicate mathematical procedures that have been used to
evaluate the levels of sharpness in the images by mean to extract some characteristics
present in the original images or to eliminate attributes that prevent extracting what is
sought from the image [11].
The autofocus techniques are implemented by the following algorithms which have been
chosen and these ones are:
• Energy of Gradient [19]
• Energy of Laplacian [16]
• Gaussian Derivation [20]
• Tenengrad [21]
• Vollath’s Correlation [22]
2.4.2 Macroalgorithm
A correct positioning of the camera that captures the compound eye must be carried
out using equipment adapted to GRACE version two, this implies a hardware interface
that involves moving the camera to get images suitable for the desired analysis. The
hardware interface working in conjunction with what the autofocus algorithms involve
(known as the microalgorithm) is what is called the macroalgorithm.
The hardware interface has required several modules that interact to achieve the camera,
these modules are shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Macroalgorithm Interface Schematic.
It has been made use of three blocks which are a controller, a movement system and the
Elero system. The microcontroller allows the control that interact between the computer
and the positioning of the camera, is in charge of the instructions that are executed to
move the camera through the signals that are sent by the computer. The motion system
allows the direction of rotation of the motor depending on the instruction given to it,
it refers to whether the camera moves up or down. While the ELERO system contains
a DC motor and an ENCODER, system which holds and is the apparatus where the
camera movement is given.
Therefore, the desired controller must be an Arduino mega that is being used to control
the other motors and also extract data from the Elero encoder and the movement system
which help to move up or down. After that, Arduino software exports data to a two
USB connections towards the computer, one is a USB 3.0 with the camera and the
other is using a serial communication. The complete circuit connections is found in the




Chapter considers the development of the design process, validation of autofocus algo-
rithms and implementation proposal to improve the focus level of the acquisition images
through the GRACE instrument. To start in this process it is important to specify
the requirements and constraints that must be fulfilled for the project design and its
objectives. For this the Table 3.1 shows these details.
3.1 Solution Analysis
The current system of the GRACE goniometer is a prototype specialized in the study of
composite eyes, the goniometer is built from the specific characteristics and necessities
for the investigation, reason why it is not a commercial system, and for its improvement
in the focus analysis, it is required to delimit the way to solve the project.
Three ways of solving the autofocus algorithm are presented, capable of giving an op-
timum development so that they satisfy the desired proposals by the people in charge
of the project. In addition, for proper validation of the algorithms it is essential to
follow several steps to arrive at a good way to understand it and to evaluate the current
procedures.
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Table 3.1: Minimun Requirements and Constraints
Requirements Indicator Constraints Indicator
Interface between the
camera and the computer
Transmission series of







USB 3.0 port where
camera is connected
USB 2.0 port where
Arduino is connected.
Store images in a video
on the computer
The image is viewed in
real time and stored set
of images in a video
format.avi
Insect Condition
To perform tests it is
necessary to have the
butterfly alive to obtain
the images.The butterfly
lasts for 10 days to
perform the analysis
of their compound eyes.





1280 x 1024 a) to capture
facets of compound eyes
Obtain a gradient of
difference between





Get focus measure with
each of the 5 algorithms
in each of the 4 channels
Unit of Measurement
of the FM is lumen (lm)
3.1.1 Solution 1: Full custom autofocus algorithm
By solving the autofocus part that seeks the sharpest image (in focus) within a set of
images captured with the GRACE goniometer, a programming environment designed to
meet the needs of the device is proposed, in other words, a totally new design.
The autofocus algorithm fully adapted should include a goniometer easy to use for
the person handling the machine producing a time-optimized device, a flexible program
which allow an integration of a focusing algorithm that is able to receive some adjustment
such as the camera parameters that is entered into the system by means of an easy
graphic interface with the user, since these parameters can vary due to external factors.
This would create fully specialized software that includes details such as selecting the
insect species, considering its type of pupil, including the variables of illumination, size
of the image to be processed, among others, for the purpose of perform a totally original
solution for the autofocus algorithm for compound-eye insects. The proposal would
involve enough meeting with researchers, research and time to achieve an algorithm
capable of performing a deep analysis of the compound eye.
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3.1.2 Solution 2: Autofocus algorithm using frameworks for image
processing
Analyzing image processing programs on the market, a library called Open Computer
Vision (known as OpenCV), which works in C/C++ language, has predefined, special-
ized functions, methods and features for analyzing and processing images. The new
development seeks an adaptation of the autofocus algorithm capable of performing the
search for the best image focused within a set of images through the use of OpenCV
libraries.
Libraries would help to achieve a better development of the focus as they are optimized
for the purpose they have been created, this would get the set of images processed to
find the best focused image. It would be an exhaustive analysis involving libraries as
edge detection in order to detect that it really is the insect eye and not other forms or
patterns since it is important to detect the eye section which is required to ensure an
adequate analysis and avoid noise in the pictures. Finally show results of the level of
focus of the image captured and that out of focus (blurry).
3.1.3 Solution 3: Autofocus algorithm adaptation
Taking into account the algorithms used so far with the GRACE device, a solution would
be sought to improve them by means of modifications required by the device, this could
include performing an image analysis in the four channels at the same time, to obtain
the graphed focus measure as well as a standardized graph (normalized graph) for each
of the proposed algorithms.
In addition, it must select which of the five algorithms had better results or if none
turned out to be the most optimal, in order to always achieve the best focus image. If
one of the algorithms works, then the algorithm continues to analyze which generates a
focus measure (FM) faster, it should be used to define a function that is able to stop
the displacement of the camera just in the moment that a high value of FM is found,
that would represent the position where the image should be taken.
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Apart from having normalized measures, leads us to be able to make comparisons of
one algorithm with the other in each of the channels and to note the behavior of mea-
surements graphically to note the gradient or difference between the focused and the
unfocused measures.
3.2 Solution comparison and selection
Having presented the previous solutions, a comparative table has been made in order to
clarify the choice of the design proposal which is adjusted to the needs of the project
and has a better performance. The solution evaluations are performed as detailed below
in Table 3.2, it is necessary to choose a measure that determines the proposal to be
selected by means of the following evaluation:
• Very Good with 4,
• Good with 3,
• Regular with 2,
• Inefficient with 1
The evaluation of the solutions is performed as detailed below in Table 3.2
Table 3.2: Solutions Comparison
Evaluation
Criteria
Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3
Functionality 4 4 4
Time Implementation 1 2 3
Cost Implementation 1 3 3
Integrability 3 2 3
Algorithm Complexity 2 3 3
Average 2.2 2.8 3.2
The Table 3.2 has shown that the functionality of all three solutions has a good accep-
tance; they are able to perform a focus search on the set of insect compound eye images.
All solutions work properly for the purpose of obtaining the focus measurements of each
image and say which is the best focused in its different adaptations and methods to
solve.
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Regarding the time implementation that involves the time consumed to develop the
focus algorithm so that it goes into operation, Solution 3 worked best. It showed to
be easily adaptable, using GRACE algorithm and software, and it takes lees time than
the other solutions by not starting from an implementation analysis such as solution
one. Solution 1, in order to be a fully specialized algorithm for GRACE, it would take
a longer period of time to achieve its implementation and favorable design. Meanwhile,
Solution 2 has to take much time to elaborate when switching to a new bookstore. It
would have to know the language to compile in a new software for the image processing,
aside from finding a way to be adapted to GRACE.
The cost implementation is based in the materials, software, arrangement and all the
aspects which get involve carrying out the autofocus algorithms. The Solution 1 has a
very high cost taking it to get a punctuation of one, it means that a fully specialized
algorithm requires a cost that implicate a design that is based on the needs of GRACE
autofocus algorithm, which is why it suggests a deep search for tools that fit properly
making it difficult to implement. The second solution has an average cost because it
utilizes a new platform and compiler, the open CV library requires C language software
where the autofocus algorithm has to fulfill the same functions that it does now in the
goniometer. The third solution runs on the same software that GRACE first version has
used, so its implementation is the most favorable because it is able to optimize several
aspects like the color analyzes and camera control.
The integrability refers to the adaptation of the solution with the system that exists,
in this case with the GRACE goniometer second version, the criterion is accepted by
option one as it would help the autofocus process by its specialized orientation to the
system. The Solution 2 is the furthest from integration due to the new compiler with
the library causes more testing and more work to readjust to GRACE. The third option
integrates better, able to run on the same old platform but with added procedures to
improve the performance of the autofocus in the GRACE second versions.
The last criterion analyzed is the algorithm complexity which is the algorithmic pro-
cedure gets the focus measure (FM) and achieves the necessary programming for the
objective. The solution one is more difficult mathematically because of the complex-
ity of designing an algorithm with a new procedure that can carry a lot of study and
knowledge; moreover, to find a solution that does a good measurement while having
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various options in the market requires the adequate knowledge to choose which is best
for GRACE autofocus.
In the case of the Solution 2, the complexity became less as a result of the image
processing dedicated library. It performed very well with the focused image search. On
the contrary, it demonstrated more complexity when adapting the mathematics that
meet the current algorithms to this new language.
Third solution shows a favorable average due to having already performed the math-
ematical procedures of autofocus on the platform and is known to work well. It has
to add new designs to help the algorithm to complete a satisfactory analysis where
the algorithm performance consider the perspective of the focused image according to
the human eye as well highlight the search of the image edge beneficial to demonstrate
experimentally the veracity of the sharp image.
As discussed above, solution number 3 meets the appropriate conditions and obtains
the best evaluation for the development of the design and the implementation of the
functional prototype of the autofocus algorithm likewise the validation of the algorithms.
3.3 Algorithm Design
According to the adequate selected proposal for the fulfillment of the project accom-
plishment, here the explanation begins of the improvement autofocus system which
leads toward a module description make use of Figure 3.1
Figure 3.1: High-level module solution of autofocusing algorithm design, own author-
ship
The Figure 3.1 represent a high-level description of the autofocus algorithm where five
modules describe the procedure, it starts with get an insect that means the way to
place the compound eye insect, then setting camera includes the respective camera
configuration. Following, the data acquisition consist in the interaction with whole
control to catch data to begin with the image processing where apply the autofocus
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techniques in order to obtain the focus measures and the end of the process make an
exhaustive analyses in the data extraction.
3.3.1 Modules Description
The explanation of each of the modules is presented and it details the function that it
fulfills within the execution system.
• Get an Insect
Insect selection is necessary for research analysis, insects has to be collected with com-
pound eyes, flies and butterflies have generally been chosen which a small reserve of
them should be kept in the laboratory for daily study.
A fundamental aspect is to identify the species with which it is going to work, both to
characterize this type of vision as well as to notice specific aspects of the species, the
species vary depending on the time of year.
The insects must be placed properly in the goniometer so as not to mistreat or kill them
during the process of image acquisition analysis. At all time the insect must remain still
and alive to obtain better results.
The flies are usually placed in a plastic tube with variable dimensions as to the tube
diameter, reason that on one side requires a large opening to introduce the fly and on the
other side only manage to come out the head and eyes of the insect. The large opening
side should be covered with a cotton or plasticine to ensure that the fly does not come
out, it is considered that the closure let air pass to not suffocate the insect.
Regarding the placement of the butterfly, it is carried out immobilizing its body by
means of a cut straw that presses slightly its wings so that it does not move them.
In both cases, it is applied molten wax, to butterflies in their heads, to flies in their
thoraxes.
• Setting Camera
Before the scanning starts the insect eye must be aligned to the visual axis of the cam-
era with GRACE, then the algorithm design requires initialized some camera settings,
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specifically the image parameters which are indispensable for catch proper photos and
can be restored taking into account the specified camera model, in GRACE second ver-
sion is F7 BayerRG12 1920x1200 Mode0. Shutter, gain mode, and white balance are
three important image parameters that are going to explain, important aspect is the
laboratory lighting conditions which are a dark area.
Shutter mode sets the operation mode of the exposure (shutter), it means the image
sensor exposure time. Exposure, integration and shutter words are interchangeable.
Shutter needs to be high due to the laboratory area.
Gain is the amount of amplification which is supplied to a pixel, gain has to be a set
parameter depending on the need because increase in gain result a brighter image but
also increase noise which can affect image quality.
White balance indicates white balance adjustment which means a system of color correc-
tion to account for differing lighting conditions. Adjusting white balance enables white
areas to look ”whiter” by modifying the relative gain of Red, Green and Blue in an
image, specifically the red and blue are the only ones can adjust.
The camera needs to be connected to the USB 3.0 because the transfer rate is faster
than USB 2.0 as it is needed when is working with cameras. Also, the quality of com-
munication between the computer and the camera must be considered to avoid a frozen
image when the image processing is being carried out.
Besides, the camera position control has to be created for the GRACE second version,
it needs to be moved up an down carrying the microscope. This requires knowing how
the ELERO engine works, which is the signals present in the ENCODER of the motor.
The motor requires voltage to move it up and down and be able to perform a control as
to which distance the motor wants to displace.
• Data Acquisition
The data acquisition depends on a system that integrates two blocks, the camera position
control and the computer data reception, the blocks have to interact in order to make a
communication where data are sent without lose information.
The camera positioning requires a control that allows the camera displacement in the
elevation axis. A microcontroller lets the control which is responsible for receiving signals
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from the optical Encoder that sends an initial and final signal to know the displaced
distance of the motor. Control must perform an automatic scrolling while the camera is
capturing each image.
The second block involve the computer, specifically a program that through a algorithm
in a script has to receive the data and be able to save in a structure, it has designed
that structure called Scanned where it has to contain all the images with the format
(X,Y,channel,N), N is the number of the frame within the set of image, channel repre-
sents red, green or blue channel in the image or can be all of them and X and Y are
the size of the frame. Also, the focus measure that give each of the five algorithm is
stored in a structure called Focus, where the values of each frame are placed in different
columns by each of the channels, i.e, a measure of each channel’s focus.
Both blocks are necessary to integrate the circuit (hardware) that realizes the movement
and the program (software) that saves the structures with the images and the focus
measure (FM). The blocks communication has been made so that the data is received in
a set time, in addition that it is bidirectional since the blocks must communicate even
to go capturing images with the camera as well as the program goes sending the amount
of counts that the motor must move.
The blocks communication has been made so that the data is received in the time that
is expected, in addition that it is bidirectional since blocks must communicate so much
to go capturing images with the camera so that the program goes sending the amount
of accounts that the motor should be moved. The above together with the analysis of
the focus measures verify if the time has come for the camera to stop and to be in the
proper place to analyze the compound eye.
• Image Processing
The image processing is an important aspect described by means of the five autofocus
algorithms that have been used so far. The processing requires an analysis of each al-
gorithm with respect to its nature and obtain the focus measure(FM) that produces
the algorithms, the measure has been used to have a sharpness measure which is deter-
mined by different mathematics and is calculated for the three channels in each of the
algorithms, focus measure has a lumen as SI derived unit.
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The higher the focus measure (FM) the sharper the image because of that it is thought
to use such measurement in order to normalize (as a standardization) data obtained by
each algorithm and channel to perform comparisons. Such process as explained above
can be seen in the validation Section 3.4 of the algorithm.
The implementation consist of making a pre-process of the image, in choosing the size
wanted for analysis, then proceed to capture a set of images which are processed by
the 5 algorithms in parallel and to obtain the focus measures not only the image in its
entirety but also an FM measurement in each of the channels. Previously it was not
done and is required to know the behavior of each channel separately.
In addition, a standardized graphics of the parameters have to be displayed, the best
complete image as well as the image in each of its channels will be displayed. Finally,
through the use of edge detection techniques, the images should be evaluated in order
to see the facet number of the compound eyes.
• Data Extraction
Once the process has finished acquiring the necessary data set by the algorithm designed,
the information must be manipulated to give interpretation and give an explanation. For
this purpose, the data has been classified into several types of graphs, tables and tables
representing the data.
The graphs show the data of the focus measures for each algorithm and channel, both
in its original form and in its standardized form so as to be able to analyze which is
the channel with a better performance, which was the fastest and which algorithm had
higher FM values.
The tables have been designed to show images according to the algorithms of edges
detection in order to highlight the best results. Finally, the tables show images with the
algorithms that were favorable and not so favorable.
3.4 Validation of Algorithms
In order to give mathematical validation to the algorithms it is fundamental to give a
broad explanation for their understanding, so in this procedure it is carried out by the
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elaboration of several stages to follow which are detailed below.
• Execute algorithms: is done by running the five algorithms in Matlab software,
note the procedure that follows, find out what each function does, and represent
the data in graphs by channels of each algorithm to notice its behavior, more detail
see Section 5.3.
• Nature of algorithms: perform a search for papers that explain the nature of the
five algorithms approach, explain their mathematical foundation as to why they
are able to get a measure of sharpness with their procedure, to get more informa-
tion on a broader scale go to Section 4.3.1.
• Normalize Algorithms: the algorithms of autofocus need to be normalized to obtain
a base of comparison, in each algorithm is taken the greatest measure of sharpness
reached and with this value is normalized the other images. The procedure is going
to be done for each of the channels (Red, green, blue and grayscale), it is presented
in Section 5.3.1.
• Comparison: to have the algorithms normalized by obtaining graphs with the best
of the best images of each of the comparisons as well as some graphs with the mea-
sure of focus against the number of frames, comparison is explain in more detail
in result Section 5.3.
Chapter 4
Methods and Materials
Methods and materials section has been dedicated to explain the software level of each
one of the modules describing how the autofocus procedure has been done in Section
3.3.1.
The algorithms operation have been described in a pseudocode mode in the correspond-
ing appendix which is indicated in the appropriate context. The algorithms have been
used fully and they are explained in a high level procedure for an understanding of the
user.
Also, the materials have been detailed to match with the project methods and the insects
that have been employed are at the end of the chapter.
4.1 Setting camera
The camera configurations have been achieved by previous research, but for this occasion
in the implementation of GRACE version two, to have an appropriate order to obtain
images just as required, it has been planned to have an order as described the procedure
shown in the Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Camera configuration process diagram, own authorship.
According to the diagram in Figure 4.1, configuration begins with verification that all
hardware is properly connected,it includes the cables connecting to the power outlets
and the connection of the camera to the USB 3.0 port. Then, it must be necessary to
align the camera with the eye of the insect in order to obtain a good reference of image
with which to proceed to make the image that it is showed in the following Section 5.1.
The third step is to initialize the camera software, that refers to the adjustment of the
required image parameters of the camera, the pseudo code design of setting camera has
been described in Apendix A. The image parameters to be placed in the initialization
software script are preliminary product values that have been the same values in the
last investigations. These are Shutter with a value of 16.65, a gain of 24 and a value of
red and blue of 589 and 901 respectively for white balance.
Then, the dimensions of the image are chosen, this will be done to have a limited region
of 200 x 200 for an appropriate selection which is needed to process the image, this
process is explained in the Apendix A. The size aspect had not been chosen before, but
this was essential to add as it was noted that it helped to only include in the image the
insect composed eyes and thus avoid having any part of the insect skin and cause wrong
results. The size selecting algorithm is part of the auto-centering algorithm that has
been done by an industrial engineering student [7].
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Finally, the streaming video has to appear in the screen, to show the region of the image
that it use to analyze. The video has had certain problems since the camera is moving the
image is not continuous and rather remains in a frozen state while updating the image
after the movement. After several studies, it was determined that the difficulty has been
solved by means of a connection system called attention of interruptions, attending
and transmitting the request to display video continuously without affecting the other
functions of the machine.
4.2 Data Acquisition
As mentioned, data acquisition involves the blocks interaction between the camera posi-
tion control and the software where the image processing is performed. Figure 4.2 shows
the procedure which represent the design of blocks execution order.
Figure 4.2: Data Collection process diagram, own authorship.
The acquisition begins with the connection of the microcontroller with the others elec-
tronic parts, entails the respective hardware configurations between the DC motor, the
Encoder, the motion system and the Arduino connection, not the computer, as shown
in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Data acquisition system showing the two blocks that comprise them,
computer data reception shown in the left block and the camera positioning circuit
represented by the other blocks to the right.
The Arduino connection design has been depicted in Figure 4.4 to give the sequence how
to start the connection and the data flow. It is important to mention that this happens
when the Arduino is in the automatic condition, if it is in manual condition, it means,
the camera position moves according to Up and Down switch that are in the external
hardware.
Figure 4.4: The Data flow of start communication with Arduino in automatic condi-
tion, own authorship.
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The diagram of Figure 4.4 starts with specifying the desired distance from Matlab, the
distance would be specified by calling a function to move the motor in required place or
user can specify the photos number that is needed and the algorithm proceeds to move
one appropriate distance to take photos, the algorithm that includes the above describe
movement function is explained further at the AutoFocusGrace function.
The distance has been established in string format to the Arduino which receives the
distance to encode it to an integer format, where it is known if the movement is up or
down, it means that the sign distance is positive upwards and if it is negative goes down.
Then, the Arduino system sends three signals to the movement system, which are the
EN, IN1 and IN2, they are indispensable to enable the movement.
EN is set that it is always active to move, IN1 is high and IN2 is low meaning going
upwards, whereas IN1 is low and and IN2 is high signaling downwards. The movement
system block was designed by Dr.-Ing. Mauricio who adapted a motor protection system
from overcurrents.
Once the motor controller receives the signals, it causes the ELERO DC motor to move
in the set direction until the requested distance is reached, at the beginning and before
stopping, the motor sends the position through the encoder to verify that it is the desired
distance and then stops and waits for the next instruction.
Initialize the serial communication is the follow step according Figure 4.2. The initialize
is carried out by the Matlab software and has been established to begin the communi-
cation between the circuit and the autofocus algorithm, it is an important procedure
that must guarantee a good data reception without losses, for it the initialization sets
up certain parameters that synchronize the communication which are the data bit size,
stop bit, baud rate and timeout, these values are in the Appendix A (List 4.3) where is
the code.
When the system is completely ready with all the aforementioned connections and con-
figuration, the last step consists of the called AutofocusGrace function in which the
algorithm has received the video variables, the serial communication is available with
the circuit to move along the axis and acquiring an image set that is captured on certain
number of pre-established steps are starting to set.
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In addition, the five autofocus algorithms execution is happening while good position
is calculated with the values that result of the algorithms which indicate where a clear
image can be taken and, when finding the adequated displacement the goniometer stops.
The list code in Appendix A shows the AutofocusGrace function pseudo-code, is impor-
tant to mention that the images have been stored in a structure as well as each value
of focus measure generated by each of the techniques, this to analyze the data after the
process.
4.3 Image Processing
The image processing includes the part of the mathematical explanation of each of the
algorithms as well as the search of which is the most appropriate technique to achieve
clear images and that the camera position stops when it finds a maximum value of focus
measure and display the live image.
The algorithms explanation has been an important contribution to the development of
the goniometric device because the algorithms were only implemented experimentally
but did not have a basis for which it was given to the task of searching several studies
to compile the information that summarizes the most relevant of each algorithm.
4.3.1 Algorithms Explanation
The presented algorithms are able to automatically measure the sharpness of focus in
an image. The sharpness measure underpins and validates the Energy of Gradient, the
Energy of Laplacian,the Gaussian Derivation, the Tenengrad, and the Vollaths Corre-
lation algorithms. They must give a metric of sharpness. All the methods implement
the idea of searching focus measure quality which help to represent to high frequency
content in the image, in the most of the cases.
The autofocus function is intended to give a value indicating the degree of focus of each
image considering the different information contained in focused and unfocused images.
It is considered a blurred image the convolution between the image and a Point Spread
Function (PSF) that generates a decrease of the high frequencies in the image.
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4.3.1.1 Energy of Gradient
The gradient energy is a method that achieves a measure of focus by analyzing all the
pixels of the X and Y axis of a frame or image to be analyzed. The gradient provides a
vector which points in the direction of the greatest change relation of the function f at
the location (x,y) [16].
The vector magnitude from a continuous function of the image f(x, y) (2.1), provides
the change ratio per unit of distance in the vector direction. In order to detect changes
in the levels of Gray gradients occurring in degraded areas or regions, the gradient [19]








where gx and gy are the first-order difference of the image calculated along X and Y
direction (X and Y represent the image dimensions) as they are explained in the following
expressions:
gx(x, y) = g(x+ 1, y)− g(x, y) (4.2)
gy(x, y) = g(x, y + 1)− g(x, y) (4.3)
It can be noticed that an difference in the intensity of adjacent pixels is calculated in
both the X and Y direction, resulting in a scalar value which is sensitive to noise. To
combat noise, an autofocus algorithm has been implemented in smoothing the image by
calculating the gradient mean (4.1) obtained.
In general, the principle of the Energy of Gradient is a differentiation-based focus func-
tion. It is to consider the existence of an edge if there is a discontinuity in the image
intensity function. It means that a maximum is obtained in the derivative that is applied
when searching for the intensity values of the image.
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4.3.1.2 Energy of Laplacian Autofocus Algorithm
The Laplacian is a method to measure the amount of edge present in image, using the
second derivative for image sharpening. Technique consists of establishing a discrete
formulation of the second order derivative and then constructing a filter mask based on
that formulation.
The isotropic filters refer to response from the discontinuities in the image, independent
of the direction the discontinuities come from. It is called an isotropic filter a value
that does not changed if a rotation occurs in the image. The filter gives the same result
regardless if applying filter to the image first or after rotating, it means is a rotation
invariant [16].
The Laplacian is the simplest isotropic derivative operator for an image function f(x,y)
of two variables (x,y) which can be shown as:







In (4.4) serves as the union of the image with the filter mask that performs the method
to achieve the focus measure value. Therefore Laplacian takes into account the second
derivative of the image function f (x, y) given that it is a property suited for sharpening
image and it is easy to implement. The derivation becomes partial with respect to x
and y to consider both the horizontal and vertical pixels. The Laplacian derivative is a
linear operator that need to adapt in a discrete form, it uses the following definition in
the x direction and in the y direction:
∂2f(x, y)
∂x2
= f(x+ 1, y) + f(x− 1, y)− 2f(x, y) (4.5)
∂2f(x, y)
∂y2
= f(x, y + 1) + f(x, y − 1)− 2f(x, y) (4.6)
The preceding (4.4),(4.5) and (4.6) are attached for the Laplacian discretization as show
in:
∇2f(x, y) = f(x+ 1, y) + f(x− 1, y) + f(x, y + 1) + f(x, y − 1)− 4f(x, y) (4.7)
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The implementation (4.7) uses a filter mask (4.8) which gives an isotropic result for
rotations in increments of 90 degrees. The filter mask is proportional in a average of the
intensity level of a pixel contained in the surroundings of the filter mask. The process






Laplacian is a derivative operator which is used to highlight intensity discontinuities in
an image and neglects regions with low intensity levels, leads to generate clear images.
The method uses the square of the results of the convolution of the image with the mask
of the filter mentioned above, a data media is obtained and also the focus measure to
analyze the sharpness of the image.
4.3.1.3 Gaussian Derivation Autofocus Algorithm
It is a focus method that results from combining a smoothing and a gradient to measure
the energy contained in the image [19]. The level of smoothing is used for the medium
of Gaussian Derivation application, while the gradient is provided by the mask that is
chosen according to the desired purpose.
The Gaussian Derivation operator is implemented by the use of the convolution between






[f(x, y) ∗Gx(x, y, σ)]2 + [f(x, y) ∗Gy(x, y, σ)]2 (4.9)
where f(x,y) is the image gray value, Gx(x,y,σ) and Gy(x,y,σ) are the first-order Gaussian
derivatives (probability distribution) in the x and y direction respectively, NM is the
among of image pixels and sigma represents the scale of prominent features. It formulae
can be reduce as:






fx2 + fy2 (4.10)
where fx and fy are the derivatives at sigma scale σ in the x and y direction. The sigma
of the Gaussian filter should be chosen in a way that noise is maximally suppressed.







The filter (4.11) eliminates Gaussian noise as well as detects edges, which helps to define
this technique. Gaussian Derivation method explained on this criterion, gives a response
to the best focus position when finding a local maximum, in this way it can be said that
it is a complex method that works for the search of the sharpness of the image when
implementing Gaussian filters in which the results with scalar value indicates the focus
measure that has been achieved.
4.3.1.4 Tenengrad Autofocus Algorithm
It is a technique that analyzes the nature of the edge based on the differentiation of
the image, that is to say, when there is a distortion (blurring) between dark and clear
boundaries in the images. Because PSF (Point Spread Function which is a response to
the impulse) is distributed at each pixel intensity, we take into account the differentiation
of the image to find out the measure of focus. Algorithm performed by Tenenbaum [23]
is an edge detector for autofocus, which is described in the following steps:
1. Set the contents of a register R to zero.



















3. Compare S(p) to a threshold T.
4. If S(p) > Tadd S(p) to R.
First step, the register R is where the focus measure scalar is saved (in our algorithm
we call that record FM) after the pixels have been processed. Second step, the Sobel
operator is used to detect edges and gives an estimate of the magnitude of the gradient
intensity of an image, leading to a processing of each pixel of the image [21].
The Sobel operator results in a gradient vector corresponding to the norm of the vector
which is the result of crossing by an edge whose direction is from the darkest to the
lightest points, instead of passing through a region with constant image intensity in
which case the vector is zero [24].
Finally, as the third and four steps say, the edges that are taken into account for the
sum of the gradients are larger, have an appreciable height, a threshold (T) to use
which transforms from the algorithm to nonlinear (nonlinear is due to the spatial mask
that involves squaring and square roots and whose discussion can be found below) but
functional for Tenengrad algorithm.
• Threshold (T) Selection
The threshold value could be chosen arbitrarily to be zero, it does not cause any problem
but it is not convenient and it is inappropriate to do so in this way, which is described
below as its value is determined. The threshold parameter (T) has been treated as an
adaptive parameter [23] as it changed from a high value when it is possible to a low
value when is necessary [25], based on the above, the threshold has been chosen to be
75% of the maximum value of the focal length. Making the thresholds larger when the
image comes into focus causes the threshold to continue and eliminate the texture of the
background.
The threshold should be set at the beginning of a focus run, so that the value can be
based on an evaluation of the noise in the gradient domain. This means that there is a
reduction of the noise when using the temporal average, when the variance of the noise
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is known and also when considering that the untreated image has a normal noise with
mean of zero and variance (σ2n) [24].
• Mathematical Description
Mathematically, the desired gradient is the intensity function of the image represented
in a two-dimensional vector given by two variables, the components of which are given
by the partial derivative estimates ix and iy in the horizontal (x) and vertical (Y)
respectively [16]. To obtain derivative approximations, two 3x3 Sobel Kernel operators
are used (shown as ix for horizontal axis and iy and for vertical axis in (4.12) which
convolve to the original image [26].
With the filter is possible to take the horizontal and vertical components to squared them
and sum all the products of the vector of each pixel of the image in order to generate
a spatial mask with the pixels neighborhood, which is a linear combination [16]. It is
required to combine the horizontal and vertical gradients like in (4.13) to calculate the
magnitude of the gradient, (i.e, to achieve the measure of focus that gives Tenengrad
algorithm) [23].
It is important to mention that convolution plays an essential role in image processing,
since it involves imaging and other image processing operations, convolution helps where
lines and dots are blurred, resolution is reduced [26]. The convolution is a mathematical
operator that transforms two functions, for instance A and B, that generates C which
is a representation of the magnitude in which A is superimposed and a translated and
inverted form of B is generally said to be a statistical type of moving average, i.e, it is
an analysis of a set of data in the form of points that give rise to averages of the data to
be analyzed. In other words, it means that the gradient vector leads to the maximum
possible increase of the intensity, and magnitude vector represents the intensity change
as aforementioned.
4.3.1.5 Vollaths Correlation Autofocus Algorithm
The Vollaths Correlation method looks for the similarity between a central pixel and a
predefined zone (surroundings), it is an image relation with itself, this is spatial filter-
ing processing when using the autocorrelation operation. Autocorrelation is based on
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cross-correlation, which means that it looks for the correspondence of a selected area
in the image with respect to another image (or with the same image) to determine its
displacement [26]. Vollath proposes a method that is based on experimental determi-
nations using several criteria and properties until finding the criterion that satisfies the
search for the value of the focus measure [22].












g(i, j) · g(i+ 2, j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2
(4.14)
where g(i,j) mean intensity at the point (i,j) and first and second part are explained as:
1. Take the sum of all intensity pixels in the coordinates (i, j) multiply them by the
next neighbor next in x while retaining the position in j,
2. The above description (step 1) subtracts the sum containing all intensity pixels
in the coordinates (i, j) multiplier by the neighbor in x two places after and
conserving the position in j.
Properties
In order to be able to analyze the formula one has to take into account two important
properties, one is with respect to the contrast and the other with respect to the influence
of the focus scene. In addition, certain autofocus criteria are defined and defined below
[27].
• Constrast
The propertie in respect of the constrast is definite as the differences in brightness
of two neighbouring points, the constrast is weighted by the amplitudes [22]. The
local intensity g(i,j) is descomposed into:
gi,j = ai,j + µ+ ri,j (4.15)
where ai,j is the distribution of amplitudes with the property,µ is the mean value
of the brightness and ri,j is the noise component. Also, (4.15) have been derived
with the properties that is defined then:




















ri,j · ri+1,j = 0 (4.19)
The (4.16) - (4.19) are assumed to achieve the definition of Vollath, They are
summarized in the sumatory of all distribution of amplitudes are zero in (4.16), the
sumatory of all noisy components is likewise as the property holds in (4.17). The
amplitude function and noise are not correlated in (4.18). The noise in neighboring































Using the above properties and the general assumptions, one can recognize the
influence exerted by the contrast in (4.14). The growing sharpness of the image
makes both the amplitudes and the contrast becomes greater leading to an increase
in focus. It is important to mention that ration of the noise free that intervene in
(4.21) does not affect the procedure.
• The scene on focusing
The character of the scene is important in view of the distribution of amplitudes
ai,j since now the intensity g (i, j) is decomposed as
gi+k,j = ai+k,j + µ+ ri+k,j , k ∈ {0, 1, 2} (4.23)
where the next neighbor amplitude is now taken into account, keeping the axis
j constant. In addition, with (4.23) and general assumptions and definitions are
replaced in (4.14) and get:






(ai,j · ai+1,j − ai,j · ai+2,j) (4.24)
Note that the criterion (4.24) is still unaffected by noise. This is because the small
differences in brightness generated in the brighter or darker parts of the image are
taken into account in the same way as the large differences that arise in case of
small amplitudes [22].
Besides, average brightness is considered in fine structures (in small differences
in brightness). As observed in (4.24) it does not refer to the brightness so we
interpret the parameter at the maximum amplitudes ai,j ,( i.e, the largest values of
amplitude obtained). To analyze the dependence of the frequency, the distribution





n · π · i
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) (4.25)
where n belongs to (1, 2, 3, .., N) and b(i, j) represents binary image in the conver-
sion between analog to digital, is an assigned gray value with the intensity g(i,j)
where the probability of a logical 1 at point (i,j) on an average is the brightness.
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It is observed that frequency-dependent average is more complex, but it can be
recognized that (4.24) considers the high frequencies to give a brightness distri-
bution which generates a maximum sharpness value. According to the influence
of the scene on focus (4.14) the maximum image sharpness is reached for a scene
influenced by strong contrast [27].
• Autofocus criteria
For the application of the Vollaths correlation algorithm it is important to consider
four criteria:
– Expenditure in terms of computation: the implementation of (4.14) do not
requires extensive computations.
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– Working range: it means the defocussing zone within which correct focusing
is still possible, to obtain a high working range, low frequencies are taken into
account, but since the (4.14) works with high frequencies, the reliability of
achieving maximum image sharpness is not reduced.
– Image sharpness: according to the (4.14) an image is deemed to be sharp
when obtaining the maximum amplitudes.
– Sensitivity to noise: the process of (4.14) avoids the noise by advantageously
selected algorithms, because the maximum amplitudes are considered for the
process of approach of Vollath, since this technique by its procedure of cor-
relation covers a greater range of amplitude in which the calculation of the
focus measure.
The Vollath’s correlation is a method which reaches an optimal manner to provide the
focusing in images and to avoid the noise disturbance when taking into account the
maximum amplitudes in the process when analyzing the image, the procedure shows by
scalar value the focus measure when obtaining an average of the analysis of the untreated
image multiplied by the differences of pixel intensities.
4.4 Materials
It is presented a Table 4.1 with the main materials that integrate the hardware system
of the camera movement for an adequate autofocus in the macroalgorithm.
Table 4.1: Main hardware materials list for the GRACE goniometer





1 Arduino Arduino Uno 26
ELERO Elero
System that contains a motor
of DC and an encoder to be
able to know the displacements









Camera for image capture
compatible with Matlab
and good resolution











Bridge H which helps control
the rotation direction
of the DC motor
1 Okaphone L298N 8
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The Table 4.1 describes the main materials used for the hardware connection presented
in Figure 4.3. The materials have been selected for their performance that favors a
good application for the GRACE second version, since the interaction of programs that
contain the algorithms with the selected equipment allows the data flow to be properly.
For example, the above is evidenced in that the value of the distance to move the motor
that transmits the AutoSlope function is sent correctly to the equipment generating the
displacement. The displacement is given once the function signal reaches the Arduino
control that performs its work thanks to the internal programming that has been con-
figured which sends signals to the other equipment as the Elero system and the Motor
controller so that it is the desired the camera movement.
One material that is indispensable for the project are compound eye insects, in this
occasion flies have been used. Flies are captured around the laboratory or provided
by the biology school at the University of Groningen. The species that base the tests
performed have been chosen due to the availability of the season which are Sarcophaga
sp. depicted in Figure1 4.5, Scathophaga stercoraria sp. showed in Figure2 4.6 and
Calliphora sp.
Figure 4.5: Front view photo of the Sarcophaga fly which is appreciated the head and
the compound eyes, photograph taken by H.L.Leertouwer.
1 Photo taken by the collaboration of Hein.L. Leertouwer who is a researcher in Computational
Physics Laboratory at University of Groningen.
2Acquired by H.L.Leertouwer
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Figure 4.6: Front view photo of the Scathophaga fly which is appreciated the head
and the compound eyes,photograph taken by H.L.Leertouwer.
Chapter 5
Results
Chapter shows the tests to evaluate the design previously discussed. An aspect to empha-
size is that the image capturing has been carried out with several species of flies.However,
the last tests have been realized with Sarcophaga sp, Scathophaga stercoraria sp and the
third fly is believed to be most likely Calliphora since the fly has not being as closely
examined as the other two. The genius of the latter has been determined by the darkness
of its body.
5.1 Setting camera results
As the camera configuration procedure was designed in Section 4.1, the following results
have been generated when the camera was aligned with the insect. Figure 5.1 is able to
show a full size of the compound eye in the computer screen.
Figure 5.1: Format showing the live video that is observed in the computer screen,
representing the full size compound eye image without the desired region selected, took
to [7].
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At this point, it is when the camera has already been initialized as it was designed and
the center point of the image in the region desired by the user has been selected, the
result of this selection is shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: The image zoom format of the insect eye is illustrated on a specific area.
The size corresponds to 200x200 pixels, own authorship acquired from Matlab software.
The desired region size of the window has been established by means of an algorithm
implemented by laboratory partner [7] who solved the problem choosing a point of
interest within the image where it is visualized what is wanted, a box of 200 pixels is
established upwards, downwards and sides around the selected point.
The video transmission had several problems for not having a continuous streaming, so
it has been solved by incorporating in the camera initialization script a section where it
includes the interruptions as found in Section 4.1. The video streaming which is obtained
is 19 frames per second (FPS) on average. The implementation of the interrupt has
generated a command line as shown:
BytesAvailable event occurred at 13:01:29 for the object: Serial-COM12.
The command is generated in the command line of Matlab, which indicates that an
appropriate and continuous connection is given since the transmission of the video is
taken care of when requested.
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5.2 Data acquisition results
Having achieved continuous video streaming, the system communication between the
Matlab scripts containing the algorithms and the camera positioning circuit must trans-
mit and receive signals without loss to know where the engine is moving as Section 4.2
has established.
An important aspect is both the Arduino code and Matlab script have to be set with the
same number of baude rate which in the project the number of signal units per second
is 9600. The other parameter are set, these one are the data bit representing the data
size that is 8 and the time out that is the waiting time to transmit or send data is 60
seconds.
After the configuration serial parameters, the communication begin sending the desired
distance which is interpreted in the Arduino microcontroller. The camera displacement
has been made automatically to go capturing a certain amount of images and go pro-
cessing them with the techniques of autofocus in order to have a synchronized process.
The AutoFocusGrace function has been created to fulfill the synchronization process
that despite having a good performance, then has been implemented a servo control
based on image that is known as AutofocusSlopes function which apart from doing the
same functions as the previous function also complies to stop the camera displacement
until an image satisfies the focus conditions have been set in the function.
The AutoFocusGrace function consists of making a camera shift to capture several pho-
tographs, analyzing with the five autofocus techniques to finish with a return to the
position where it had the best approach according to one of the five algorithms as you
can see in the Figure 5.3.
According to Figure 5.3, focus structure receive the the video and leo input parameters
that represent the signals which make sure the live video of the insect eye. The leo
parameter is who communicates Matlab with the Arduino, the function has started
after leo has been received.
The cycles number is the number of images that is acquired in the execution of the
algorithm, the delta number is the number of counts with which the camera position
has advanced and each one of the images taken.
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Figure 5.3: Block diagram of the AutoFocusGRACE Function part of the Data Col-
lection automation program. Four different colours, the red arrows represent the path
taken by the data flow, the blue box represents input parameters with the function
needed to run the script, the green box represents the cycle that repeats until the num-
ber of Cycles are defined by the user and the black boxes are the commands to execute
the algorithm, own authorship.
It begins the cycle saving in the Focus structure the initial and final position of each
image that has been taken. The image taken has been adjusted to a certain size to be
evaluated by the five autofocus algorithm, the techniques are able to be evaluated in
the three channels and their FM values is stored in Focus structure (more detailed in
section 5.3).
Also, the captured image is stored in the Scanned structure which has been used in case
the researcher wants to analyze or perform further tests outside the function. The cycle
ends base on the number of cycles a set values at the beginning of the algorithm.
It is important to mention that the Focus structure is a matrix with columns and rows,
where each column represents a measurement type and the row stores the measurement
corresponding to the evaluation of each image, while Scanned structure is an array where
stored the size and the three channels of the each image.
Finally, Going Back() is a function which intend for the camera to return to the position
where the best approach was found during the sweep of the movement, but it did not
happened. The camera has returned to the position it wanted.
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The motion counts of each image captured had an error of 3 more values, which means
that if one put a measure W (where W symbolize any value), the camera moved that
measure W plus three accounts (later that situation is reported at the end of this section).
Not having been able to return to the position led to decide for a function that would
allow to acquire the images, analyze them, store the results and stop at the point of
finding the best focus
Here is where the AutoSlopes function comes in. Function consists of performing the
analysis of the image and likewise stores in Focus structure the FM values that arise
from each autofocus technique, but now it takes groups of five FM measurements and
calculates the slope through evaluating the stop condition which consists whether the
value is positive and less than the previously calculated slope value. The last step is
done in order to know if the highest value of focus has been reached and then to stop
the displacement of the camera and the image capturing.
The AutoSlopes function part corresponding to the slopes calculation has begun to work
after five values of focus measure (FM) have been taken to make the first slope. And
so that the stop condition is carried out, it has been arranged that ten focus measures
have been passed so that two slopes have been taken to assess the condition. In figure
5.4 is showed the block diagram of the AutoSlope Function.
Figure 5.4: Block diagram of the AutoSlope Function part of the Data Collection
automation program. Four different colours, the red arrows represent the path taken
by the data flow, the blue box represents input parameters with function needs to run
the script, the green box represent the cycle that repeats until the condition is reached
and the black boxes are the commands to execute, own authorship.
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AutoSlope function started by receiving the leo and vid parameters, which are the same
as last function, the number of cycles is continued, delta is value defined in the program
and a SlopeCondition is a boolean variable which is set to be equal to false.
Then, the cycle began where the camera has been adjusted to a suitable position be-
fore the movement started each delta counter. The image had been adjusted to the
appropriate size and the image has been saved in the Scanned structure. The camera
continued evaluating the image in the autofocus techniques that kept FM value in the
Focus structure.
The process continued the calculation of the slopes taking five FM values with a proper
function of Matlab called Polyfit ; Polyfit function has been applied with each of the
autofocus techniques, this function has been useful for calculating the slopes.
As mentioned, once a ten focus measure and the first two slopes have been calculated,
the stop condition must be evaluated which if it is reached the SlopeCondition variable
is changed to true boolean value because the FM has been fulfilled, here the cycle ended
and the movement has stopped.
For both AutofocusGrace and AutoSlopes it has been necessary to start from a position
where the eye of the insect could be seen, before the displacements were initiated, besides
making sure that the insect is alive for the analysis, that two functions are in Appendix
A(List 4.4 and 4.5).
The delta count number has been sent from Matlab as a string variable to Arduino where
the parameter has become a integer variable to be understood by the Arduino code. If
delta parameter has been positive the camera went up but if it has been negative the
camera went down. The rotation direction has done by means of the motor controller
integrated circuit where the sign finally arrived to Encoder system.
Encoder has moved until the condition in the Arduino code which consist in the subtrac-
tion of the final position minus the initial position has been subtracted from the delta
signal sent and, still, this result had to be less than a magnitude of two. The magnitude
has been chosen by the necessity of accuracy.
The previous Arduino condition has been achieved after several tests when the movement
of the camera could be stopped just when it has wanted. It is assumed that the difference
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of the initial and final position should be equal to the delta account that has been
requested, but in practice it turned out that it was not so.
The sign B of the Encoder had an error of three accounts but, as discussed above, if
a count has sent with value W (where W represent represents any value) it moved W
but three more counts. That situation is due to a DC motor has a relative Encoder,
therefore, the voltage that feeds the motor continues to generate a small delay which
causes that other accounts have been produced.
The DC motor voltage to go up resulted different voltage to go down because when the
camera went down the gravity force help to required less power than when the camera
went up where it has been required more power to overcome the gravity and friction
force that have generated.
To finish the section, it can be noticed that the integration of the hardware and the
software has been vital to achieve the camera position control with the desired position
sent from Matlab software.
The control is called image control, because from the calculation of the focus mea-
sures (FM) performed by the autofocus techniques is defined where the best sharpness
proceeding to manage to stop the camera movement, that description is part of the
macroalgorithm involving the Autofocus.
5.3 Autofocus algorithm results
The autofocus algorithms have been executed and these are the resulting graphics of
the focus values which show a graphic for each algorithm containing values for the red,
green and blue channels and to see their behaviors.
The focus values have been obtained for a number of 200 frames (images) with the five
autofocus techniques in the red, green and blue channels for both Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6
and Figure 5.7.
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(a) Energy of Gradient (4.1) (b) Energy of Laplacian(4.7)
(c) Gaussian Derivation(4.9) (d) Tenegrad(4.13)
(e) Vollaths Correlation(4.14)
Figure 5.5: Focus Measure values graphics represented in red, green and blue channels
for the five autofocus techniques with Sarcophaga sp when scanning non stop in the
best image.
In Figures 5.5 - 5.7 may be noted that most of the curves present noise along its stroke.
The reason is because there are external conditions that affect acquire data as they are
noise and vibrations of where the goniometer is.
That disturbances are less present in the Tenengrad technique as the graphics denote
and several tests have been performed where it has always been consistent that noise and
vibrations were quite eliminated with Tenengrad tecnique. Such a technique involves
the convolution of the image with a Sobel filter within their calculations which are quite
appropriate for the FM values. The Gaussian Derivation presented the biggest problem
with noise and vibrations, followed by Energy of Laplacian and Vollath’s Correlation.
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(a) Energy of Gradient(4.1) (b) Energy of Laplacian(4.7)
(c) Gaussian Derivation(4.9) (d) Tenegrad(4.13)
(e) Vollaths Correlation(4.14)
Figure 5.6: Focus Measure values graphics represented in red, green and blue channels
for the five autofocus techniques with Scathophaga stercoraria sp when scanning non
stop in the best image.
As for the channels, it is distinguished that the red channel is the fastest one to reach
a maximum value in comparison with the other channels. Besides, the red channel
presented magnitudes of the focus measurements values greater than in the cases of green
and blue channels. Moreover, the red channel has a major difference in the Tenengrad
technique, more than in the rest of the autofocus techniques.
The order of the values of FM are quite different. The techniques of Energy of Gradiente,
Energy of Laplacian and Vollath’s Correlation remain in the order of the power to the
eight, the Gaussian Derivation technique works in the order of the power of 42 while
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(a) Energy of Gradient (4.1) (b) Energy of Laplacian(4.7)
(c) Gaussian Derivation(4.9) (d) Tenegrad(4.13)
(e) Vollaths Correlation(4.14)
Figure 5.7: Focus Measure values graphics represented in red, green and blue channels
for the five autofocus techniques with Calliphora sp when scanning non stop in the best
image.
Tenengrad has exponential values in the order of 10, these results are generated by the
mathematics that each carries.
For instance, it can be appreciated the both Figure 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 result from the
mathematical modelling of Chapter 4 (i.e, the corresponding formulae each algorithms
are the Energy of Gradient is (4.1), Energy of Laplacian is (4.7), Gaussian Derivation is
(4.9), Tenegrad is (4.13) and Vollath’s Correlation is (4.14)).
To complement the study of the focus measure values that have been obtained, Tables
5.2 - 5.3 show a summary of the maximum values regarding the technique and the
channel.
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Table 5.1: Summary of the maximum FM values obtained by each algorithm for
autofocusing with Sarcophaga sp.













1.87x10*8 37 1.58x10*8 40 1.43x10*7 46
Energy of
Laplacian
1.85x10*8 37 1.65x10*8 44 1.59x10*8 46
Gaussian
Derivation
1.32x10*42 37 7.90x10*41 45 4.20x10*41 47
Tenengrad 4.53x10*10 37 3.27x10*10 42 2.18x10*9 46
Vollaths
Correlation
6.11x10*8 37 4.55x10*8 42 2.94x10*8 46
Table 5.2: Summary of the maximum FM values obtained by each algorithm for
autofocusing with Scathophaga stercoralia sp.













1.24x10*8 27 1.09x10*8 32 9.39x10*7 32
Energy of
Laplacian
1.28x10*8 27 1.12x10*8 32 1.05x10*8 32
Gaussian
Derivation
1.18x10*42 27 8.12x10*41 32 4.39x10*41 37
Tenengrad 2.18x10*10 27 1.88x10*10 32 9.96x10*9 32
Vollaths
Correlation
2.67x10*8 27 2.34x10*8 32 1.24x10*8 32
Table 5.3: Summary of the maximum FM values obtained by each algorithm for
autofocusing with Calliphora sp.













2.72x10*8 16 2.67x10*8 23 2.47x10*8 22
Energy of
Laplacian
1.96x10*8 16 1.82x10*8 19 1.79x10*8 22
Gaussian
Derivation
1.89x10*37 16 1.72x10*37 20 1.43x10*37 22
Tenengrad 3.12x10*9 16 2.79x10*9 18 2.49x10*9 21
Vollaths
Correlation
3.87x10*8 16 3.73x10*8 20 3.13x10*8 21
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In the last Tables 5.1 - 5.3, the magnitudes of the values in the red channel are greater
than in the green and blue channel, due to the photoreceptor pigments of insect omma-
tidia it captures the red spectrum better than the other channels. The characteristic
peculiarity depends on the species, not on all species is given, but in the species used
has been evidenced the characteristic.
With the focus measure (FM) data from each of the channels, a comparison is needed
to find how large a magnitude has been over what results in Tables 5.4 - 5.6.
Table 5.4: Differences between FM magnitudes are shown in percentages to note the
difference between channels in Sarcophaga.
Percentages of variation between channels














Table 5.5: Differences between FM magnitudes are shown in percentages to note the
difference between channels in Schathophaga stercoraria.
Percentages of variation between channels














The percentages of variation have been made by means of three comparisons as shown
in Tables 5.4 - 5.6 where the greatest difference is evidenced between the red and blue
channel. The percentage indicates that red has larger magnitudes with both the green
and blue channels. Meanwhile, the green channel has more magnitude than blue, stating
once again that the blue channel provides little information regardless of the species of
the fly.
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Table 5.6: Differences between FM magnitudes are shown in percentages to note the
difference between channels in Calliphora.
Percentages of variation between channels














Also, it is said that the images in the red channel contain more information than in
the green channel, and there is even less information in the blue channel. Because the
images in the blue channel are darker, it improves the clarity in the green and it is
better to see images in the red channel. Although, some species is adequate the green
channel, in the insects used in the experiment the red channel has always been the the
appropriate.
Regarding the position, the position is always the same in each autofocus technique in
the red channel, that is to say, it keeps the place where an appropriate focus has been
found. The position is not always the same for each fly. In addition, the site has some
variations in the cases of the green and blue channels which are not suitable to be used
in the algorithm where the camera movement has to be stopped.
In addition, it should be noted that there has been concordance in the results even
though it has been worked with different species. The order of power of the FM values
of emph Sarcophaga sp. And emph Scathophaga stercoraria are the same as those
of emph Calliphora that have been slightly different in terms of Gaussian Derivation
. This was claimed to have been produced by environmental conditions such as light,
disturbances mentioned above as vibrations when moving or light absorption in the fly
occurred differently.
5.3.1 Normalized Algorithms
All the results of the normalized focus values must be in order to be able to compare
between techniques. Normalization consists of taking the highest focus measure (FM)
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obtained and divide it with the other FM values to be able to have results based on a
maximum value of one, as in Figure 5.8- 5.10. Normalized graphs show that the channels
overlap in their curves, but that is because they are all based on one; it also preserves
the disturbances.
(a) Energy of Gradient(4.1) (b) Energy of Laplacian(4.7)
(c) Gaussian Derivation(4.9) (d) Tenegrad(4.13)
(e) Vollaths Correlation(4.14)
Figure 5.8: Focus Measure Normalized values graphics represented in red, green and
blue channels for the five autofocus techniques with Sarcophaga sp when scanning non
stop in the best image.
Now the comparisons between the methods is easier to conduct because there is already
a standard. It can be observed that the maximum values are always reached in the range
from 20 to 40 frames in Scathophaga stercoraria sp and 30 to 50 in Sarcophaga sp fly,
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(a) Energy of Gradient(4.1) (b) Energy of Laplacian(4.7)
(c) Gaussian Derivation(4.9) (d) Tenegrad(4.13)
(e) Vollaths Correlation(4.14)
Figure 5.9: Focus Measure Normalized values graphics represented in red, green and
blue channels for the five autofocus techniques with Scathophaga stercoraria sp when
scanning non stop in the best image.
so the other values are to notice a gradient of variation between what is clear and what
is not. The values never start exactly at zero because when the motor makes its first
move it receives a change from the resting state to a motion state generating a little
disturbance at the beginning.
With all focus measures that have obtained, offline tests can be done to extract the
best image by each of the 5 autofocus techniques in red, green, blue and gray channel.
Additionally, the channels, to be normalized as in most of the graphs of Figure 5.8 - 5.10,
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(a) Energy of Gradient(4.1) (b) Energy of Laplacian(4.7)
(c) Gaussian Derivation(4.9) (d) Tenegrad(4.13)
(e) Vollaths Correlation(4.14)
Figure 5.10: Focus Measure Normalized values graphics represented in red, green and
blue channels for the five autofocus techniques with Calliphora sp when scanning non
stop in the best image.
they overlapped because of a very similar behavior between them and Also, the channels
to be normalized most of the graphs of Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 overlapped because it
has a very similar behavior between them, indicating that the technique is acceptable.
Despite this, the Gaussian technique does not present the last behavior since it is noted
that the red channel has higher values and the stroke is separated from the other strokes
of the channels.
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Moreover, the normalization has helped to visualize that the difference between the
unfocused and focused values has on average a gradient of 0.72 for Sarcophaga, 0.63
for Scathophaga and 0.73 for Calliphora. Tenegrad has been the one that presents a
much greater gradient in all the cases, that is to say, it gives a reference that provides a
distinction between the clear images and images that are not focus.
Having learned that the autofocus techniques that had the best results have been Tenen-
grad and the Energy of Gradient, Tenengrad in the red channel has chosen to perform
the camera positioning. That is to say, as discussed in Section 5.2, with the AutoSlopes
function it is possible to position the camera in a place where it had a good focus of
the image and better observe the compound eye of the insect. Table 5.7, Table 5.8 and
Table 5.9 display the focused and unfocused images. Tables 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 show when
the camera stopped and it was in a good place to continue the deep analysis of the eye.
Although the other techniques generated results, they have not been relevant for futures
studies.
The images have been a product of the combination of all channels to show a complete
image where it is important to see the focus degree. The focus is to analyze the internal
structure of the eye, for this purpose, in future research should consider that so much
depth is required to improve the zoom of the camera and work together with the lighting
system (mentioned in Section 2.3.2).
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Table 5.7: Out of focus and focus images resulting from autofocusing techniques of
Energy Gradient, Tenengrad (the two best techniques) and Gaussian Derivation (the
technique with most unfavorable results) with a 200x200 zoom of the Scathophaga
stercoraria sp eye.






5.4 Data extraction results
Off-line tests have been performed with the data obtained to check if the image with
the best sharpness indicated by the algorithms is the appropriate. The implemented
includes three types of edge detectors, since it was noticed that the techniques try to
detect edges themselves. These types helped understand how well the techniques are
when looking for the focus measure.
The tests have been used as an experimental criterion for the detection of the eyes edges,
the threshold values have been established empirically until the edges can be noticed.
When the first test has achieved, it converted the image to binary image, based on
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Table 5.8: Out of focus and focus images resulting from autofocusing techniques of
Energy Gradient, Tenengrad (the two best techniques) and Gaussian Derivation (the
technique with most unfavorable results) with a 200x200 zoom of the Sarcophaga eye.






threshold. That is posible using a proper function of Matlab which is based on using
a threshold with binarized images. The threshold chosen as T = 0.2, which it best
detected the edges Of the eyes of the flies as shown in Figure 5.11.
The second test of edge detection consisted in applying a Sobel and Canny filter to the
images. The filters used in image processing that are based on searching the gradient
of the function of intensity of the image to detect the edges of the figures that make up
the image.
Here there are thresholds that try to have a high or low sensitivity to detect an edge.
For the Canny filters a threshold of T = 0.4 has been used, where if the threshold is
higher than the defined threshold, the detection of the edge is on very thick or remarked
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Table 5.9: Out of focus and focus images resulting from autofocusing techniques of
Energy Gradient, Tenengrad (the two best techniques) and Gaussian Derivation (the
technique with most unfavorable results) with a 200x200 zoom of the Calliphora eye.






lines. If the values have been lower than that established, there is much sensitivity to
have more edge than desired.
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(a) Red Channel (b) Green Channel
(c) Blue Channel (d) MonochromaticChannel
Figure 5.11: Edge Detector 1 with a Threshold t=0.2 , image obtained with the
Scathophaga stercoraria sp with the Tenegrad autofocus technique in red,green,blue
and monocromatic channels.
While the Sobel filter was not able to define a threshold since without threshold the
edges have found properly. The tests have been established by setting thresholds of
T = 0.2, 0.4or0.6 but their response to the comparison generated by the images without
threshold are not very obvious. Figure 5.12 shows the results of second test.
The third test consists of an edge detector that not only detects edges but improves
them even when there are disturbances, such as noise and low contrast in the captured
image. The algorithm has been created by some authors who sought to improve edge
detection under poor conditions of image quality [28].
Poor conditions mean noisy or others disturbance in the image that avoid to identify
edges. Third detector only works with monochrome channel images, as shown in Figure
5.13 where the circular blue borders are only visible in the lower right image.
The previous three tests of edge detection have been done with Tenegrad autofocus
technique being the best technique since it has a more stable response to disturbances.
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(c) Red Channel SobelFilter (d) Red Channel CannyFilter
(e) Green Channel SobelFilter (f) Green Channel CannyFilter
(g) Blue Channel SobelFilter (h) Blue Channel CannyFilter
Figure 5.12: Edge Detector 2 with a Threshold T=0.4 with the Canny filter and Sobel
filter without threshold, image obtained with the Scathophaga stercoraria sp with the
Tenegrad autofocus technique in red,green,blue and monocromatic channels.
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(a) Red Channel (b) Green Channel
(c) Blue Channel (d) MonochromaticChannel
Figure 5.13: Edge Detector 3 with the Subpixel Edge detector Filter, image obtained
with the Scathophaga stercoraria sp with the Tenegrad autofocus technique in red,
green, blue and monocromatic channels.
Chapter 6
Discussion
The autofocus algorithm has been proven to obtain sharp images during scanning of the
compound eye of an insect through a block-segmented autofocus algorithm (Fig.3.1).
It was possible to appreciate the interaction of the micro-algorithm with the macro-
algorithm which are part of the autofocus algorithm and it has an adequate operation
of image captures with the GRACE second version device.
The live video (Fig.5.1) is being carried out without stopping or the image has frozen,
the video streaming is about 19 FPS. When executing the macroalgorithm to find the
best approach with a continuous video this helps to capture suitable images in a 200x200
size as the camera moves around the eye. Take into account the image size was useful to
apply the autofocus techniques. The images require a lighting system which provides a
better quality in the images, because in GRACE second version, the lighting consisted
only of two lamps directing their light towards the insect.
As expected, the serial communication between the Arduino, the camera and the soft-
ware in Matlab has been successful interaction between themselves, the synchronization
of the serial parameters have to be the same when configured to ensure communication.
The values of the displacement counts to move the DC motor through the serial commu-
nication, has been achieved by the interruptions, it means, the system attended to the
motion request as soon as the signals were generated, a system that immediately attends
it which is requested. If there is a problem in the communication, in the command line of
Matlab, the message shown in 5.1, goes out several times to achieve the communication,
and if it is not achieved the system stops and the program must be re-initialized.
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The count values of the camera displacement have an error value of the three magnitudes.
It has been accepted since the moment the camera stops in the calculated position, at
the well focused image. Also, the error is related to the DC motor which contains a
relative Encoder which barely stops receiving the voltage for its movement has to be
stopped, but the internal signals of the encoder continue sending a bit later (the 3 more
values) until the motor voltage is zero.
The AutoFocusGrace function (Fig.5.3) has adequately performance for the calculation
of the five autofocus techniques. In spite of this, its way of stopping the movement has
not been very useful since it is based on the Encoder counts which have an error that
tend to not being able to reach the right position.
The AutoSlopes function has been implemented to position the camera through image
processing, it is an image-based control where it has been conceived make use of the best
autofocus technique in only one of its channels. The technique chosen was Tenengrad in
the red channel, the data set was divided into groups of five with which the slope was
calculated.
The slope method has been able to find a place by identifying abrupt changes of the data
and together with the established conditions has been achieved the behavior necessary
to stop the movement of the camera. Despite this, the positioning when executed had
several problems, since the non-linearity of the system had not been contemplated, which
includes the gravity and the friction of the system when moving. The above problems
affected the function but it is still functional because the movement is continuous.
The functionality of the AutoSlopes algorithm has been properly integrated with mi-
croalgorith of the goniometer both to obtain focus measures with the five techniques as
well as to achieve a place where the camera is able to capture images.
The implementation of the Focus structure to store the focus measure and Scanned to
store the captured images has had an important utility because it is required to have
the complete data per channel for each focus technique to perform tests outside the
execution of the algorithm. Since there is data analysis that can not be performed in
the same test, such as finding the differences of the focus measure between channels.
The validation of the autofocus techniques have been carried out by the execution of the
algorithms corresponding to their mathematics as Energy of Gradient (4.1), Energy of
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Laplacian (4.7), Gaussian Derivation(4.9), Tenengrad (4.13) and Vollath’s Correlation
(4.14).
Knowledge of the nature of the mathematical basis in the autofocus techniques have
explained that these are based on the search on edge detection and the focus measure
(FM). Focus measures give an average of the intensity of the image pixels to know the
extent of their quality.
The implementation included that the five autofocus techniques were carried out at
the same time, the results of the algorithms (Fig.5.5 - 5.7) were advantageous to show
differences between them.
The channel analysis helped to know that the red channel generates higher and faster
values than other channels, regardless of the type of fly that has been used. As Tables
5.4 - 5.6 has shown there are amplitudes differences between the channels, the difference
between the red and blue channels is greater than with the red and green channels.
The Tenengrad technique has proven to be the best for its resistance to noise and
vibration disturbances and to have a greater difference between channels; for instance,
between the red and green channel there is a difference of 27.68% and between the red
and blue channel a difference of 51.91% with the Sarcophaga fly.
It has also been noticed that the techniques indicate a great contrast between what
is focused and out of focus for which an average gradient of 0.72 was obtained for
Sarcophaga, 0.63 Scathophaga stercoraria and 0.73 for Calliphora.
Edge detection techniques have been used to find composite eye edges where threshold
values were selected by experimental criteria until the desired shape has been detected.
The first technique consisted of a binarization that generated borders in all channels,
highlighting the region of the eyes. The Canny and Sobel filters, second technique, are
very used in the image processing, so it proved and had an adequate response in all
the channels. The third test proved to be accepted only in the monochromatic channel
because only grayscale images accept the technique which generates small arrows around
the edges. The three ways of edge detection have been used to just ensure the best
product image where the camera stopped.
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The autofocus algorithm implementation has produced a satisfactory result for the
GRACE second version device. It has been possible to verify which was the best tech-






The implementation of the autofocus algorithm has been achieved through the struc-
turing in five modules (Section 3.3.1) to divide the procedures and have an appropriate
response by relating a control circuit (hardware) to the software programs.
Bringing the integration of software and hardware by making possible the unification
between the macro-algorithm and the micro-algorithm that set up the implementation
of the autofocus algorithm.
The search of the mathematics of each of the five algorithms served to validate them
because they are algorithms that make calculations based on the detection of edges. The
results of these calculations have been the focus measure, as it was denominated in the
project, measured in lumens and that generated an average of the intensity of the pixels
to look for the sharpness of the images.
With the execution of the algorithms, it has been possible to find out what is the
technique with quick results and precise time to find sharpest images and added to the
functional prototype to GRACE second version.
The design is capable of meeting the requirements and restrictions requested in Chapter
3 and 4. The algorithm by modules achieved an organized methodology to position the
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camera as well as to unify in a single execution the analysis of the five techniques in its
three channels at the same time to be stored in a data structure.
By mean of focus measure, the AutoSlope implementation is made when discovering that
the grouping of five of these measures is functional a process of stopping the algorithm
when finding images with high magnitudes of FM, as it shows in Tables 5.1-5.3.
The implementation threw results represented in graphs and tables, which led to the
discovery that the best algorithm was Tenegrad by resistance to perturbations. In
addition, the red channel in all cases has had measurements of greater magnitude and
achieved some frames before the other channels. Although the results were obtained with
different flies, they have been consistent in matching the best technique and channel.
In addition, it included the communication without loss of data and capture uninter-
rupted images when making movement, as it has been showed in Chapter 5.
The autofocus algorithm evidenced to be functional to perform the following processes:
• The autofocus algorithm control has been accomplished by means of image-based
control, using five images grouped to calculate the slope which manage to stop the
displacement of the camera that acquires images.
• Storage of focus measure data in the Focus structure, for offline analysis such as
the calculation of maximum measures, difference gradient between focus and out
of focus images, and image edge detection.
• Focus measure calculation on lumens units in different orders due to the autofocus
techniques in each of the channels.
• The acquired image are stored in a structure called Scanned, with a format of (X,
Y, channel, frame number).
• Generation of graphs of focus measure versus number of frames by each of the
techniques with their respective channels.
• Image capture in size of 200x200 pixeles.
• Serial communication with immediate attention of data, when implementing an al-
gorithm with interruptions attention, process that produced images without frozen
effect.
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The use of a better positioning control and the tests that unite the whole system of the
goniometer GRACE makes the site open to receive modifications to improve for future
investigations. The possible control would include conditions of friction and gravity to
counteract some difficulties when moving the position of the camera up or down.
7.2 Recommendations (Outlook)
The use of a better positioning control and the tests that unite the whole system of
the goniometer GRACE makes possible to receive modifications to improve for future
investigations. The new control would include conditions of friction and gravity to
counteract some difficulties when moving the position of the camera up or down.
In order to capture images, a good lighting system is recommended, as well as to perform
the eye scanning on a surface where aspects such as noise or vibrations are not perceived
so much.
For user use is more interactive, it is recommended to do an graphic interface where
the user chose the techniques, the amount of accounts to move and next to that include
the visualization of the live images that are currently seen. As well as a manual control
which manages to put the camera without using the connection with the software, just
as the researchers want to do tests without using the techniques of autofocus.
The electronic circuit has to integrate their all in a PCB, currently each integrated
components are separately and connected by means of cables indicated by colors, which
its aesthetic is crude in sight and difficult to identify for improvements or add some
other tool.
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Appendix A
List Code
The code used by the Arduino appears in the list using pseudocode, this code implements
commands from Matlab, interprets them and proceeds to execute its different functions.
List 4.1 Initialize Camera Pseudocode
1 vid i s a global va r i ab l e
2 vid = input video from Pointgrey camera ;
3 s r c = as s i gn to s r c vid video source ;
4 Set the s u t t e r mode to automatic
5 Set the exposure mode to automatic
6 Set the gain in automatic
7 Sets up WhiteBalanceRB in [589 9 0 1 ] ;
8 clear
9 show ’End o f s e c t i o n 3 ’ in the command l ine
List 4.2 Process Image Dimension
1
2 clear X Y
3 frame = input video ;
4 show the frame dec rea se the i n t e n s i t y with mu l t i p l i c a t i o n by 10
5 [X Y] = ginput (1 )
6 set the ROI Pos i t i on with the camera maximum s ize
7 XOffset = X−100;
8 YOffset = Y−100;
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9 WidthX = 200 ;
10 HeightY = 200 ;
11 a s s i gn the
12 Cal l the ROIPosition function and de s i gna t e the de s i r ed s ize
List 4.3 Serial Comunnication Pseudocode
1
2 i f exist ’ l e o ’ and ’ var ’ v a r i a b l e s
3 close l e o ;
4 delete l e o ;
5 clear l e o ;
6 f i n i s h cond i t i on
7 clear the command window l ine
8 show in the Command Line the phase ’End o f s e c t i o n 6 ’
9
10 clear the command window
11 de f i n e l e o a global va r i ab l e
12 l e o = Create s e r i a l port ob j e c t ;
13 %se t up s e r i a l p r o p e r t i e s
14 set ’ DataBits ’ in l e o as 8 ;
15 set ’ StopBits ’ in l e o as 1 ;
16 set ’ BaudRate ’ in l e o as 9600 ;
17 set ’ Par i ty ’ in l e o as ’ none ’ ;
18 set ’ Timeout ’ in l e o as 60
19
20 set l e o with the i n t e r r up t ca l l b a ck
21 Open the connect ion with the Arduino .
22 show the message ’End o f s e c t i o n 7 ’ in commad l ine
List 4.4 AutoSlopes Algorithm
1AutofocusS lopes 12 June ( vid , l e o )
2 Cycles = 200 ;
3 de l t a = 10 ; %Step s i z e o f g e t the photos , I t cou ld be the d i s t ance send by
Matlab to Arduino t ha t make to move the p o s i t i o n camera and e t a
snapshat to save in the v ideo %
4 Focus = zeros ( Cycles , 4 7 ) ;
5 f igure
6 ylim ( [ 0 20000 ] )
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7 xlim ( [ 0 Cycles ] )
8 grid on
9 hold on
10 SlopeCondit ion = f a l s e ;
11 i = 1 ;
12 DataSet = 5 ;
13
14while ( i <= Cycles ) ;
15 Focus ( i , 1 ) = i ;%save the samples number in Focux s ruc tu r e
16 i f i==1
17 Focus ( i , 2 )=Cycles /2∗ de l t a ;
18 TeleMove 10May ( leo , Focus ( i , 2 ) ) ;
19 pause (2 ) ;
20 else
21 Focus ( i , 2 )=−de l t a ;
22 TeleMove 10May ( leo , Focus ( i , 2 ) ) ;
23 pause ( 0 . 3 ) ;
24
25 %im = ge t snapsho t ( v id ) ;
26 im = AverageSnapGRACEOriginal ( vid , 3 ) ;
27 pause ( 0 . 1 ) ;
28 Scanned ( : , : , : , i ) = im ; %save the im in th Scanned
29 %∗∗∗∗∗AutoFocus Tecniques ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
30 %EnergyofGradient
31 [ Focus ( i , 3 ) ] = EnGraAcTest ( im ( : , : , 1 ) ) ;
32 [ Focus ( i , 4 ) ] = EnGraAcTest ( im ( : , : , 2 ) ) ;
33 [ Focus ( i , 5 ) ] = EnGraAcTest ( im ( : , : , 3 ) ) ;
34 %Energyof Laplac ian
35 [ Focus ( i , 9 ) ]= EneLapTest ( im ( : , : , 1 ) ) ;
36 [ Focus ( i , 1 0 ) ]=EneLapTest ( im ( : , : , 2 ) ) ;
37 [ Focus ( i , 1 1 ) ]=EneLapTest ( im ( : , : , 3 ) ) ;
38 %Gaussian Der iva te
39 [ Focus ( i , 1 5 ) ]=GauDerTest ( im ( : , : , 1 ) ) ;
40 [ Focus ( i , 1 6 ) ]=GauDerTest ( im ( : , : , 2 ) ) ;
41 [ Focus ( i , 1 7 ) ]=GauDerTest ( im ( : , : , 3 ) ) ;
42 %Tenengrad
43 [ Focus ( i , 2 1 ) ]=TengradTest ( im ( : , : , 1 ) ) ;
44 [ Focus ( i , 2 2 ) ]=TengradTest ( im ( : , : , 2 ) ) ;
45 [ Focus ( i , 2 3 ) ]=TengradTest ( im ( : , : , 3 ) ) ;
46 %Vol la th ’ s Core la t i on
47 [ Focus ( i , 2 7 ) ]=Vol lathTest ( im ( : , : , 1 ) ) ;
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48 [ Focus ( i , 2 8 ) ]=Vol lathTest ( im ( : , : , 2 ) ) ;
49 [ Focus ( i , 2 9 ) ]=Vol lathTest ( im ( : , : , 3 ) ) ;
50
51 i f i >= DataSet+3
52 %∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Compute the s l o p e ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
53 %Slope to EnerGrad
54 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,3) ,1 ) ;
55 Focus ( i −1 ,6)=p (1) ;
56 Focus ( i −1 ,33)=mu(2) ;
57 clear p mu
58 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,4) ,1 ) ;
59 Focus ( i −1 ,7)=p (1) ;
60 Focus ( i −1 ,34)=mu(2) ;
61 clear p mu
62 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,5) ,1 ) ;
63 Focus ( i −1 ,8)=p (1) ;
64 Focus ( i −1 ,35)=mu(2) ;
65 clear p mu
66 %Slope to EnerLap
67 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,9) ,1 ) ;
68 Focus ( i −1 ,12)=p (1) ;
69 Focus ( i −1 ,36)=mu(2) ;
70 clear p mu
71 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,10) ,1 ) ;
72 Focus ( i −1 ,13)=p (1) ;
73 Focus ( i −1 ,37)=mu(2) ;
74 clear p mu
75 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,11) ,1 ) ;
76 Focus ( i −1 ,14)=p (1) ;
77 Focus ( i −1 ,38)=mu(2) ;
78 clear p mu
79 %Slopes to GauDer
80 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,15) ,1 ) ;
81 Focus ( i −1 ,18)=p (1) ;
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82 Focus ( i −1 ,39)=mu(2) ;
83 clear p mu
84 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,16) ,1 ) ;
85 Focus ( i −1 ,19)=p (1) ;
86 Focus ( i −1 ,40)=mu(2) ;
87 clear p mu
88 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,17) ,1 ) ;
89 Focus ( i −1 ,20)=p (1) ;
90 Focus ( i −1 ,41)=mu(2) ;
91 clear p mu
92 %Slope to Tengrad
93 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,21) ,1 ) ;
94 Focus ( i −1 ,24)=p (1) ;
95 Focus ( i −1 ,42)=mu(2) ;
96 clear p mu
97 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,22) ,1 ) ;
98 Focus ( i −1 ,25)=p (1) ;
99 Focus ( i −1 ,43)=mu(2) ;
100 clear p mu
101 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,23) ,1 ) ;
102 Focus ( i −1 ,26)=p (1) ;
103 Focus ( i −1 ,44)=mu(2) ;
104 clear p mu
105 %Slope to Vo l l a t h
106 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,27) ,1 ) ;
107 Focus ( i −1 ,30)=p (1) ;
108 Focus ( i −1 ,45)=mu(2) ;
109 clear p mu
110 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,28) ,1 ) ;
111 Focus ( i −1 ,31)=p (1) ;
112 Focus ( i −1 ,46)=mu(2) ;
113 clear p mu
114 [ p , ˜ ,mu] = polyf it ( Focus ( i−DataSet : i −1 ,1) , Focus ( i−DataSet : i
−1 ,29) ,1 ) ;
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115 Focus ( i −1 ,32)=p (1) ;
116 Focus ( i −1 ,47)=mu(2) ;
117 clear p mu
118 %∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗END Compute S lopes ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
119 else
120 %Blank spaces in case i t i s not neccesary compute the s l o p e
121 Focus ( i , 6 ) = 0 ;
122 Focus ( i , 7 ) = 0 ;
123 Focus ( i , 8 ) = 0 ;
124
125 Focus ( i , 1 2 ) = 0 ;
126 Focus ( i , 1 3 ) = 0 ;
127 Focus ( i , 1 4 ) = 0 ;
128
129 Focus ( i , 1 8 ) = 0 ;
130 Focus ( i , 1 9 ) = 0 ;
131 Focus ( i , 2 0 ) = 0 ;
132
133 Focus ( i , 2 4 ) = 0 ;
134 Focus ( i , 2 5 ) = 0 ;
135 Focus ( i , 2 6 ) = 0 ;
136
137 Focus ( i , 3 0 ) = 0 ;
138 Focus ( i , 3 1 ) = 0 ;
139 Focus ( i , 3 2 ) = 0 ;
140 end
141
142 i f ( i>=DataSet+3) %Comparison prev ious and the curren t s l o p e
143 %Condit ion
144 ConditionChannel = 24 ;
145 i f ( Focus ( i −1,ConditionChannel ) < Focus ( i −2,ConditionChannel ) )
&& ( sign ( Focus ( i −1,ConditionChannel ) )== −1) %i f t h i s cond i t i on i s true ,
Motor must be to s top
146 SlopeCondit ion = true ;





152 f igure (2 ) ;
153 subplot ( 3 , 2 , 1 )
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154 plot ( Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 3 ) , ’ r ’ , Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 4 ) , ’ g ’ , Focus
( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 5 ) , ’ b ’ ) ;
155 t i t l e ( ’ Energy o f Gradient ’ ) ;
156 xlabel ( ’Frame Number ’ ) ;
157 ylabel ( ’ Focus MeasureValue ( lm) ’ ) ; hold on ;
158 %f i g u r e (3) ;
159 subplot ( 3 , 2 , 2 )
160 plot ( Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 9 ) , ’ r ’ , Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 1 0 ) , ’ g ’ ,
Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 1 1 ) , ’b ’ ) ;
161 t i t l e ( ’ Energy o f Laplac ian ’ ) ;
162 xlabel ( ’Frame Number ’ ) ;
163 ylabel ( ’ Focus MeasureValue ( lm) ’ ) ; hold on ;
164 %f i g u r e (4) ;
165 subplot ( 3 , 2 , 3 )
166 plot ( Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 9 ) , ’ r ’ , Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 1 0 ) , ’ g ’ ,
Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 1 1 ) , ’b ’ ) ;
167 t i t l e ( ’ Gaussian Der ivat ion ’ ) ;
168 xlabel ( ’Frame Number ’ ) ;
169 ylabel ( ’ Focus MeasureValue ( lm) ’ ) ; hold on ;
170 %f i g u r e (5) ;
171 subplot ( 3 , 2 , 4 )
172 plot ( Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 1 5 ) , ’ r ’ , Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 1 6 ) , ’ g ’ ,
Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 1 7 ) , ’b ’ ) ;
173 t i t l e ( ’ Tenengrad ’ ) ;
174 xlabel ( ’Frame Number ’ ) ;
175 ylabel ( ’ Normalized Focus MeasureValue ( lm) ’ ) ; hold on ;
176 %f i g u r e (6) ;
177 subplot ( 3 , 2 , 5 )
178 plot ( Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 2 1 ) , ’ r ’ , Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 2 2 ) , ’ g ’ ,
Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 2 3 ) , ’b ’ ) ;
179 t i t l e ( ’ Vo l l a ths Cor r e l a t i on ’ ) ;
180 xlabel ( ’Frame Number ’ ) ;
181 ylabel ( ’ Normalized Focus MeasureValue ( lm) ’ ) ; hold on ;
182




List 4.5 AutoFocusGRACE Algorithm
1AutofocusTestGrace 12 June ( vid , l e o )
2 Cycles = 100 ;
3 de l t a = 15 ; %Step s i z e o f g e t the photos , I t cou ld be the d i s t ance send by
Matlab to Arduino t ha t make to move the p o s i t i o n camera and e t a
snapshat to save in the v ideo %
4
5 Focus = zeros ( Cycles , 8 ) ;
6
7 f igure
8 ylim ( [ 0 10000 ] )
9 xlim ( [ 0 Cycles ] )
10 grid on
11 hold on
12for i =1: Cycles
13 Focus ( i , 1 ) = i ;%save the samples number in Focux s ruc tu r e
14 %move Up to Down the camera to capture the image ( im)
15 i f i==1
16 Focus ( i , 2 )=Cycles /2∗ de l t a ;
17 else
18 Focus ( i , 2 )=−de l t a ;
19 end
20
21 [ EncB ,EncA ] = TeleMove 10May ( leo , Focus ( i , 2 ) ) ;
22 Focus ( i , 3 ) = EncB ;
23 Focus ( i , 4 ) = EncA ;
24 Focus ( i , 5 ) = EncB−EncA ;
25 %im = ge t snapsho t ( v id ) ;
26 im = AverageSnapGRACEOriginal ( vid , 3 ) ;
27 pause ( 0 . 1 ) ;
28
29 Scanned ( : , : , : , i ) = im ; %save the im in th Scanned s t r u c t u r e
30
31 %Add here the au to focus t e chn i que s
32 %Energy o f Gradient
33 [ Focus ( i , 6 ) ] = EnGraAcTest ( im ( : , : , 1 ) ) ;
34 pause ( 0 . 1 ) ;
35 [ Focus ( i , 7 ) ] = EnGraAcTest ( im ( : , : , 2 ) ) ;
36 pause ( 0 . 1 ) ;
37 [ Focus ( i , 8 ) ] = EnGraAcTest ( im ( : , : , 3 ) ) ;
38 %Energy o f Laplac ian
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39 [ Focus ( i , 9 ) ] = EneLapTest ( im ( : , : , 1 ) ) ;
40 pause ( 0 . 1 ) ;
41 [ Focus ( i , 1 0 ) ] = EneLapTest ( im ( : , : , 2 ) ) ;
42 pause ( 0 . 1 ) ;
43 [ Focus ( i , 1 1 ) ] = EneLapTest ( im ( : , : , 3 ) ) ;
44 %Gaussian Der iva t ion
45 [ Focus ( i , 1 2 ) ] = GauDerTest ( im ( : , : , 1 ) ) ;
46 pause ( 0 . 1 ) ;
47 [ Focus ( i , 1 3 ) ] = GauDerTest ( im ( : , : , 2 ) ) ;
48 pause ( 0 . 1 ) ;
49 [ Focus ( i , 1 4 ) ] = GauDerTest ( im ( : , : , 3 ) ) ;
50 %Tenanrad
51 [ Focus ( i , 1 5 ) ] = TengradTest ( im ( : , : , 1 ) ) ;
52 pause ( 0 . 1 ) ;
53 [ Focus ( i , 1 6 ) ] = TengradTest ( im ( : , : , 2 ) ) ;
54 pause ( 0 . 1 ) ;
55 [ Focus ( i , 1 7 ) ] = TengradTest ( im ( : , : , 3 ) ) ;
56 %Vo l l a t h s Corre l a t i on
57 [ Focus ( i , 1 8 ) ] = Vol lathTest ( im ( : , : , 1 ) ) ;
58 pause ( 0 . 1 ) ;
59 [ Focus ( i , 1 9 ) ] = Vol lathTest ( im ( : , : , 2 ) ) ;
60 pause ( 0 . 1 ) ;
61 [ Focus ( i , 2 0 ) ] = Vol lathTest ( im ( : , : , 3 ) ) ;
62 %[maxF, imaxF ] = max(Focus ( 1 : i , 4 ) )
63 plot ( Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 6 ) , ’ r ’ , Focus ( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 7 ) , ’ g ’ , Focus
( 1 : i , 1 ) , Focus ( 1 : i , 8 ) , ’ b ’ ) ;
64end
65%After ob ta in a l l FM VALUES, f i nd the MaxFM VALUE and i t s p o s i t i o n
66%wi th in the FOCUS s t r u c t u r e
67 [maxF, imaxF ] = max( Focus ( 1 : i , 4 ) ) ;
68% GOING BACK TO THE BEST POSITION
69 d2=0;
70 for n= imaxF+1: Cycles
71 abs ( Focus (n , 6 )−Focus (n−1 ,7) ) ;
72 d2= d2 + abs ( Focus (n , 6 )−Focus (n−1 ,7) ) ;
73 end
74 d1= abs ( Focus ( imaxF , 6 )−Focus ( imaxF , 7 ) )−abs ( Focus ( imaxF , 2 ) ) ;
75
76 GoingBack=(−(imaxF−Cycles ) ∗ de l t a )+d2+d1




The camera model and its features is found here,in this project is used the the Point






UNBEATABLE VALUE + ULTRA-COMPACT
The Blackfly USB3 Vision camera line combines the throughput of USB 3.0, 
highly sensitive sensors, industry-leading affordability, and a host of unique 
features for uncompromising value. The ultra-compact Blackfly camera weighs 
just 36 grams, measures 29 x 29 x 30mm, uses 3 watts of power, and comes 
with a 3-year warranty. 
KEY FEATURES
• Perfect analog camera replacement, only 29 x 29 x 30mm
• On-camera image processing: color interpolation, gamma, and LUT
• 16 MByte frame buffer; LED status indicator
Figure B.1: Texto para la leyenda
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Figure B.2: Blacky USB3 Vision Camera Specifications
Figure B.3: Blacky USB3 Vision camera General features
Appendix C
Hardware




Figure C.1: External circuit part of the hardware movement control
